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Partly cloudy and a little warmer this afternoon.
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Kennedy Faces Foreign, Domestic Problems Charities Goal $3,000;
Washington (UPI)—President Eisenhower says he is
leaving John F. Kennedy with some explosive foreign and domestic problems, but declared they could be solved if the incoming President tackles them with "steadfast resolution."
In a farewell State of the Union message to Congress,
Eisenhower said the nation had reached "unprecedented
heights" during the eight ets of high unemployment persist."
He listed other "conspicuous
years of his administration. problems"
as the need for steady
He cited 12 general areas In which economic growth and a sound curhe said specific objectives had been rency, bringing the balance of
reached.
payments into line, farm surpluses,

■at he ocknowledged la hi. vale•nctory that he could noi say "all
Is well—that all problems are IOIT
ed." he pouted to the e.ploslre
situation" In Laos, communist pens
[ration of Cuba, and unemployment
at home.
Kisenhower's generally optimistic
appraisal of the present state of
the nation drew scornful rejoinders from some Democratic members
of Congress. Chairman J. William
Fulbright, D-Ark., of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee said
Kennedy faces more difficult problems than any President since the
Civil War.
Republicans generally regarded
the message as statesmanlike and
factual. House Republican Leader
Charles A. Halleck, Ind., called it
"wise, constructive and most encouraging."
The President devoted nearly all
his message to a review ol his
administration rather than to propo
sals for future action. He offered
only one suggestion which could be
Interpreted as a recommendation to
Kennedy—no recognition for Red
China.
He also said "Communist penetration of Cuba is real and poses
a serious threat," while Red activities continue to cause "grave troubles" in such areas as Laos and
Berlin.
On the home front, he said the
economy is "operating at high
levels," but there is "little room for
complacency." He said unemployment rates are "higher than any
of us would like, and chronic pock-

Hurry-Up Headlines

and deficiencies in health and education programs.
The Preeld.nl said that for the
first time In history the United
States has maintained a peace
time military force capable of
blocking aggression. He warned
against any return to "crash pro
grams" in which "each new feint"
by the communists is greeted with
panic.
Kisenhower said the United
States unquestionably was ahead
la space exploration "for the betterment of mankind." He also said
his "rewarding" trips overseas
were so successful they forced Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev to
cancel the Summit Conference last
May.
Chairman Overton Brooks, DI.M., of the House Space Committee .'aid the United States will not
"catch up" with Russia in space
until it overtakes the Soviets in
development of big rockets. He
said the President had failed to
push space work with .sufficient
urgency.
The President drew quick reloind
era from Democratic congressmen
when he spoke with some pride
of the administration's space program and trips ho and other administration officials made abroad
during recent years.
Rep. Chet Holifield, D-Calif..
chairman of the House-Senate Atomic Energy Committee, said the
President's report on his trips was
"so far-fetched that I'm wordless."
Holifield said that on a recent tour
(Continued on page 2)

UPI

Riots Recur In Chaotic Congo
LEOPOLDVILLE, THE CONGO—Violence and disorder raged
through the Congo again yesterday. United Nations forces tried
to minimize it without bloodshed
—not always with success.
Congo troops supporting deposed Premier Patrice Lumumba neutralized U.N. control of the airport at Manono in north Katanga,
where pro-Lumumba politicians
moved in a force of 600 men and
proclaimed an "independent state
of Lualaba."
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA — Torrential rains left
the Canadian west coast practically cut off by surface routes from
the rest of the country yesterday.
Hundreds of persons fled their
homes.
One man was killed in a mudslide and three were missing and

'Change' Will Make It
"Give your change to charity," is a familiar slogan being
heard around campus this
week. It is the slogan of the
United Campus Appeal, Jan.
17 through 19, for Mental
Health. Muscular Dystrophy,
CARE, and the Student Emergency Fund.
The goal is *.l.(ioo and plaques
will be awarded to the women's
snd men's dorms whose residents
contribute most on a percentage
basis. Chi Omega sorority and Zeta Beta Tau fraternity have been
awarded the plaques for the past
three years.
The Student Emergency Fund
is IIGSU's own charity. SEF aids
students who have immediate financial needs with emergency
loans or grants.

Byron Jcmis

Artist Series Presents
Janis, BG Symphony
Guest piimist Byron Janis
will appear with the University Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Seymour
L. Benstock, assistant professor of music, in a concert at
8:15 p.m. Thursday, in the ballloom. This program will be the
fourth presention in the University's 1960-61 Artist Series.
The first half of the concert, to
be presented by the 68-piece University ensemble, will begin with
Wolf-Ferrari's overture to "The
Secret of Suzanne." This is considered by many critics to he one
of the finest examples of comic
opera.

This will be followed by Mopresumed dead following the record 10 '«-inch downpour that caus- zart's "Symphony in C Major,"
ed washouts on roads and railways which represents his work at the
peak of .his career.
in the Rocky Mountains.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R. — Soviet
Following the intermission, the
Premier Nikita Khrushchev will vi- guest soloist for the evening will
sit Africa, the official Tass news play Rachmaninoff's "Concerto
agency said yesterday.
No. 2 in C Minor." The compoTass said Khrushchev has ac- sition is one of his best-known
cepted an invitation from Sylvan- and most popular works.
us Olympio, prime minister of the
Mr. Janis also will present a
new African state of Togo.
ATHENS, GEORGIA — Two short solo group including "Waltz
Negro students whose presence on in A Minor" and the "Etude in Bthe University of Georgia campus Flat," both by Chopin. The latter
caused a riot last week returned is probably more familiarly known
for classes yesterday under Feder- as the "Black Key Etude."
Professor Benstock and the oral court orders.
There were no untoward inci- chestra will conclude the program
dents to mark their return and the with the ballet music "To Sylvia"
school administration took strict by Delibes. The work is a grand
measures to make sure things opera type of ballet, typical of
nineteenth century music.
stayed that way.

Tickets for the concert are on
sale at the information desk in
the Union. Admission charge is
25 cents for students.

Federal Judge Voids
Key Segregation Law
Athens, Ga. (UPI)—The Federal judge who ordered integration
of the University of Georgia voided
a key segregation law and Georgia's officialdom—police, legislature, and educators—are caught
up in a tense controversy over
handling of the race struggle.
The Negro students were temporarily
suspended
from
the
school and taken off campus after
2.000 adults and students staged
a riot which police broke up with
tear gas.
The two youths attended classes
at the University for one day and
were quietly accepted by most of
their fellow students before the
riot erupted.
"Most of the students are ashamed of what went on last night,"
editor of the student paper "Red
and Black" said. "Only a few
caused the riot . . . they were
egged on by others. Most (of the
demonstrators) were brought in."
Federal Judge W. A. Bootle
ruled at Macon that a state law
cutting off funds from any school
in the stste which is integrated is
"patently unconstitutional."

It lends amounts up to $50,
interest free, to students for a
period of three months, through
the student financial aids office.
Last year the amount loaned to
students was six times the amount
in the fund. The money in this
fund is in continual use.
SEF provided money for the
men involved in the Williams Hall
fire two years ago and contributed
money to the California Polytechnic Memorial Fund last year.
Twice this fall the fund was depleted because the demand for
student financial aid has been
increasing rapidly.
Nancy L. Combine is chairman
of the Charities Board. Other
hoard members are Martha A.
McNutt, secretary treasurer; Elizabeth A. Honn, publicity; Charles
(i. Eberly, speakers; and Robert
J. Hoover, collections.

Labor Chief Proposes
Anti-Depression Plan
(UPI)—"The nation is on the
brink of the gravest economic crisis
since the depression of the 1030s,"
says AFL-CIO President George
Meany. He called for a sweeping
eight-point anti-recession offensive.
Meany termed current unemployment and production rates
"alarming" and added, "The long
run outlook is even grimmer."
This is supported by government reports that the nation has
reached the highest December jobless level in 20 years.
From November to December, the
number of persons out of work and
looking for labs lumped by 501.000.
which was throe times more than

for small businesses.
The AFL-CIO chief said be had
been asked how much the proposals would cost.
"The really important question
is 'How much would it cost us not
to take these steps?," he said.
"We believe a growing America
will pay its own way. Every proposal that builds a stronger economy at the same time builds the
income base upon which taxes are
levied."

When the population increase
of the next 10 years is combined
with layoffs caused by automation,
"The job problem assumes almost
terrifying
dimensions,"
Meany
said.
The L.ilnii- Department also disclosed in its monthly report on the
job situation that in the last week
of December some three million
persons were collecting unemployment insurance.
The December iobless figure has
made it virtually certain that when
President elect John F. Kennedy
lake* office Friday, there will be
some five and one-half million A
merlcans unemployed.
As part of his eight-point program, Meany called for (300 million in federal grants to states and
communities to cover 16 per cent
of the cost of public works projects, emergency supplementary
unemployment benefits of about
$205 million a month, an immediate 10 per cent increase in social
security benefits, and tax relief

Havana (UPI)—The invasion
warnings of the past week disappeared from Havana's government-controlled press, strengthening the belief that Premier Fidel
Castro soon will announce his foes
again have been "scared off."
The sudden halt to the frenzied
"war fever" propaganda campaign
coincided with reports that government officials were having to cope
with increasingly difficult problems of feeding and maintaining
the estimated 200,000 men now on
war alert.
There were Increasing reports
of illness and malnutrition in the
ranks of those summoned to man
guns and defense posts. Officials
apparently had underestimated or
miscalculated the logistics problems involved.
The government newspaper Revolucion, which for 10 days hatl
whipped
up
invasion
jitters,
switched its editorial tune and
played up alleged official plans
for construction of 20,000 homes.

Havana's Presses
No Longer Printing
Invasion Warning

Peace Pipe Tradition Reestablished; TU Student Paper Steals Trophy
■y Bon Geieer

The traditional high spirit
that exists between northwestern Ohio's biggest institutions
of higher learning was not
lessened by last week's thrilling 68-66 Toledo court win
nor by the out-and-out thievery'
displayed by members of the
Campus Collegian, TU's student
:' newspaper.
The object of the theft, ironically,
was the traditional peace pipe
that Bowling Green maintains possession of by past court tradition,
•at which Toledo claims by the
same means. The pipe mysteriously
disappeared from its "safe" surroundings during the second half
of the game with two Collegian
staff members the chief suspects.
"The way we see It the trophy
belongs to as because we won the
second game last year between the
schools and oar only records show
that the winner of the second game
should be awarded the trophy'
said lorry Arkebauer. Collegian as
•ornate managing editor.
"If Bowling Green wants this
trophy back, let's see its team win
it back lair and square at the
game Feb. 8 in Memorial Hallr"
he added.
The peace pipe award, which was
begun during the 1948-49 season,
had been discontinued last year as
neither the Collegian nor the News

addition to the one on the battlebasketball game of the following
News representative, has boon no
seemed interested in having the
qotiatlng with Collegian representaground of sports. This tradition
year.
traditional ceremony.
was originated in 1948 when the
"During halftime, the sports
tives ihe past week with these reSo the trophy lay in Falcon
BG Press Club and the TU chapter
editors of the Campus Collegian
•ultsi
Coach Harold Anderson's office
and the B-G News, the official
First, a "constitution" was drawn journalism honorary, instigated the
unwanted and ignored until last
student publications of the two
week when the controversy of up by Jack Birchhill, then editor exchange of a 6-foot briar pipe.
"The pipe, painted in the school
competing schools, take part in
of the Collegian, which reads as
proper possession began.
colors of the two rivals, is awarded
the ceremonies. The losing team
follows:
Down through the years, the
to the winner of the second TU-BG
presents the pipe to the winner,
"Another tradition exists bepeace pipe has boon awarded four
cage classic of each season. The
who then lights the pipe and both
tween the University of Toledo and
different ways. la 1*47 41. when
ceremony
is
conducted
at
the
first
make
an effort to smoke the pipe
Bowling Green State University in
the tradition began, it was preienl
ed to the winner of the only BG
TU game, but the following year
the rales were changed to road that
to win back the trophy, the other
learn had to defeat (he loam In
possession, on Ms homo court.
Then someone got confused by
those rales and decided to make
them easier to understand.
In 1952-53, the second game of
the season was called the peace
pipe game, and from 1953 till
1959, the first meeting of the two
s'hools was designated as the
trophy game. Little wonder there's
some controversy when Toledo
claims they won it last year.
They are undoubtedly wrong
about claiming the trophy for last
year's win at TU in the second
game, since all but one of the
gamer have been played with peace
pipe rules different from theirs.
It seems strange that the oaly
reference the'Collegian has to this
long and colorful tradition is the
one year, 1958-63, that the second
claim the trophy. The pipe was smoked by B-G News
PEACE PIPE PUTTEES-- The monstrous peace pipe—
game was "THE" game.
sis feet long with a 14-inch bowl—that Is symbolic of Ike
representatives Dave Young and HOB Ooloer, ami Campus
In the effort Is mstabllsh this
Collegian staffer Mike fanes, from left at the halftime
"peaceful" rivalry between Bowling Green and Toledo, has
old tradition, this writer, as the
suddenly become the center of controversy as both echools
of the basketball game last week at Toledo.

of peace."
Representing the University In
this case, and wanting to make sore
the peace pipe tradition continues.
the News would like to hear from
all members of the University family
who care to comment on the pro
ceduro this tradition should follow.
The final plans and constitution
will be worked out Feb. 8 in Toledo, so all comments should be
sent in before then. Whatever hapI-«-11 --. TU will not be recognized as
the winner of the trophy last year,
since proof of all scores except one
indicate they have no right to it.
Other plans concerning the trophy will involve some repairs, since
the feathers are tagged and worn;
an official peace pipe constitution
/or each school to display publicly;
and designation of a place at each
school to display the'trophy and
the scores of each pear* pipe game.
The peace pipe game scores to
date:
BG
TO
1*47-41
41
3*
154*41
M
(1
194*50
SS
S*
1*1051
M
N
1*51 51
•7
•1
1*524)
50
(5
1*53*4
'»»
71
1*54*5
«*
75
lass s*
71
If
1*5*57
71
M
1*575*
17
(5
1*51-5*
T8
M
None
lMt-sO
BG Won i
TO Won 4
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The Wrong Approach?
This editorial appeared in last year's B-G News prior to
the United Campus Appeal:
"Allow us to ask a few questions pertinent to the United
Campus Appeal.
"How do you approach college students, any college students, about contributing to charity?
"How do you make them realize how fortunate they are
in comparison to the thousands of less fortunates who will
benefit from their contributions—no matter how small?
"How do you move them to 'sacrifice' bits of change to aid
fellow humans they'll probably never know but most certainly
will help?
"Do you tell them about the child with muscular dystrophy who dreams of some day vacating his bed, as they dream
of a life ahead full of activity?
"Do you tell them about the crippled child who wants only
a brace to stabilize his shriveled leg while the only real
'want' they know is for material things?
"Do you tell them about the mentally retarded child who
struggles days on end to comprehend the most simple thought
while they absorb a broad and complex variety of knowledge
with comparative ease each and every day?
"If this is what you do—and if it should bring results—
another child will be helped from his bed, another will get that
brace to aid his crippled limb, and still another will be given
care and attention needed to improve his retarded mind.
"But, still, we can't tell if this is the right approach. Only
the results of this drive can provide the answer."
Apparently this wasn't the right approach. The results
of last year's drive—for which "disappointing" would be a
somewhat inadequate description—were:
Campus goal—$3,000
Total collected—f 1,450
Women's housing units contribution—$820.40
Men's housing units contribution—$354.54
Off-campus students' contribution—$7.50
One men's dormitory contributed $18.03; a sorority house
with 50 residents contributed $2.70. Some organizations came
through, but not very many.
What is the difference between an air disaster that takes
the lives of a football team—which captures the hearts of
students and brings from them a magnificent response—and
a United Campus Appeal drive? It can't be proximity: There
are many students on campus who have been aided directly or
indirectly by the organizations the United Campus Appeal
supports, and it is difficult to find anyone anywhere whose
life has not been touched by mental illness, muscular dystrophy, or the kind of calamities that CARE and the Student
Emergency Fund were created to overcome.
Maybe it has to happen to you. It is a sad fact that it will,
to many of you.
All the United Campus Appeal asks of you is 60 cents.
Truthfully, is that too much?
—nancy combine

Senior Class Officers
Provide Placement Info
A letter sent to every senior on this campus early this
month begins like this: "Dear
Senior, this letter may be important to you if you will be
graduating in June of '61. It
may help you to secure a better
position for the future in whatever occupation you will be qualified."
The senior class again is gathering- the names of all seniors and
information about them for a
placement booklet to be distributed
to 1,800 diversified places of employment in Ohio and other states.
Robert H. Knuth, senior class
president, and other senior class
officers are urging all seniors to
fill out the enclosed cards and return them to the Alpha Tau Omega
house no later than Friday, Jan.
20.
This is the second such booklet
to be published by the senior
class. The first, published under
the direction of last year's senior
class officers, made information on
all graduating seniors available to
many business offices, industries,
and school systems.
Due to the success of last year's
project, the senior class officers
have made preparations to publish
this book again, at no separate

cost to students. Payment for the
booklet is to come from senior class
dues.
More information may be obtained by contacting any of the
senior class officers. Seniors who
have not yet received the letter
and the card should contact Knuth
at the Alpha Tau Omega house,
phone 394.

Kennedy Faces
(Continued from page 1)
of NATO countries he was "shocked by the spread of neutralism and
antagonism toward military cooperation with the United States."
The President asserted that his
"constructive"
foreign
policies
must go on. He said "new tactics
will have to be developed, of
course, to meet new situations, but
the underlying principles should be
constant"
Noting that the people had chosen "new leadership" in the November election, he declared: "A
new President will shortly lay before you his proposals to shape the
future of our great land. To him,
every citizen, whatever his political beliefs, prayerfully extends
best wishes for good health and for
wisdom and success in coping with
the problems that confront our
nation."

■■IF THERE 18 A WAY"—Ulna L. Zeaor's "If Than I. A Way" d.ali with an
Iowa farm family', choice between financial disaster and hurtlne those they
loved. The cast Included, from left. Karen KesBna. Boa Vaa Lieu. Vera Smaller,
and Carol Peatee.

7 One>Act Plays Premiered In Gate Theatre
By Xarol Buruc
Seven times the audience in
Gate Theater grew silent as
the lights dimmed and the curtain opened for the premiere
of a play—a play that was the
initial effort of a student writer and director, representing original thoughts, writings, and ideas.
All the hard work and rehearsals
were over; all that was left was
hope that the audience would react favorably.
Occasion was the annual presentation of one-act plays, authored by advanced play-writing students and directed by students
in the directing class.
It would be unfair to write
a preview criticizing the one-acts
because they were maiden efforts,
and cannot be expected to compare with a University Theatre
production. Therefore, a reaction
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rather than a criticism is more
suitable.

Sherer deserves credit for his excellent directing.

I Remember When
"I Remember When" by Gene
K. Stebblns, was a drama dealing
with an old woman's memories of
the past as she grew close to death.
Stebbins used clever originality
with the use of flash-backs and a
split-level stage. The director was
San L Merrick.

Donovan . . . Donovan
The entire audience was attentative to see whether or not an
old woman who "was not about to
change her ways" would allow her
grandson to purchase a much needed car in Ronald T. O'Leary's "Donovan . . . Donovan." Kathleen E.
Maughan, the grandmother, could
not see her grandson's need for
the car, and her blindness led to
an intense argument. The play
ended on a note of irony as the
grandson, David E. Gano, received
an advertisement stating, "Bring
your family together, buy a car."

Lodge Of Wilderness
Outstanding was the southern
hill dialect of the entire cast in
Felton J. Mick's "Lodge of Wilderness." The play dealt with a
jealous conflict over a woman between two brothers, played by
Ronald L. Reed and Jalan L. Aufderhelde. Their father, Thomas C.
Parker, got many laughs from the
audience as he tried to smooth
things over by quoting from the
Bible. The humor of the play
changed to intense drama as one
brother killed the other. Ronald G.

The Scene

The Beat Machine
Humor pervaded in Mary Kay
Switxer's play, "The Beat Machine," dealing with a women's culture group and its encounter with
a fraudulent beatnik poet. Barbara A. Nickel's use of expression brought tirades of laughter
from the audience. Michael Weatherly, the director, deserves notice
for his excellent casting.

World Without Green
A farmer living behind the Iron
Curtain comes to realize that there
is freedom in the world only to
meet with death in "World Without Green" by Roberta L. Wolfer.
Frederick F. Skelton's portrayal
of a tyrannical lieutenant was
excellent.
II There U a Way
The shattering of a valuable
vase, the solution of a monetary
problem, was the climax of Mina
L. Zenor's play, "If There Is A
Way." The drama dealt with an
Iowa farm family's choice between
financial disaster and hurting
those they loved. The husband,
Ronald Van Lieu, was fervent in
his desire for money, yet it was
he who dropped the vase that
could have provided a way out.
Blockpetat
"Blackpoint" by Carl J. Rectenwald dealt with a young architect
who had talent but was without
confidence. Joel A. Lieber's portrayal of the frustrated architect
was interesting aa he retrogressed
from a confident young businessman back to insecurity.

Award Winners Cause Comment;
Writer's Judgment Questioned
By Skip Ferderber

Who did

Now that the furor has subsided over the Ferd awards, let
us turn to a subject that perhaps is no better. This is about
a writer's conscience and the position he must take.
When the awards were issued I received many comments
pro and con about my choices. Many people could not understand how I could have the audacity to attack the Loretta
Young Show, which must be person, while in "Ben Hur," the
excellent because Loretta is blood runs free and Jesus is crucisuch a fine looking woman and
her announcer has such a smooth
voice and her clothes . . . et cetera.
Attack Ben Hur?
There were equally as many
comments about the Ferds given
to "Spartacus" and "Ben Hur."
The comment was that money was
a substitute for quality in these
two
productions.
Immediately,
people rose on their moralistic
consciences and
asked me how I
could
possibly
talk about that
fine "Ben Hur"
that way. After
all, look at the
fine
religious
significance at
the end of the
picture,
when
Jesus is shown
being crucified.
Ferderber
If this is quality, then someone explain to me how
the sight of gushing blood blending
with the rain and a close-up of a
man's hand curled in agony as a
nail is being driven through it can
be considered quality.
In "The Virgin Spring," a young
girl ia shown being raped. How
does this differentiate from the
end scene of "Ben Hur?" Bergman
does not try to overdo the brutality
of the moment. He shows it happening aa if one were watching in

NOBODY TOLD ME ABOUT THE
FRANK SINATRA
JOHNNY MATH IS
JONAH JONES
CONNIE FRANCIS
SHELLY BERMAN
MITCH MILLER
SARAH VAUGHAN
ALBUMS

■BLACIPOINT —Carl I. Bectrawald's "BlackpatnL" Uw story of a truen-etod
architect was one of the seven one act productions Friday and Saturday In Gate
Theatre. Members a) the cast are. tram left Bill Wotechak. Carol Abrahamowtcs.
loel Lelber. and Elaine Varao.

'Boufurui Greta State Univmiti
tvrroaiAL ITAIT
Ann Scsstrry
tody Murphy
Dave Young
larBsm IHrltsiia

—Mnunglng Editor
Ass't Ma*
Editor
Ansl Issue Editor
Asa-I Issue Editor
A«t Sport. EdMor

Judy Day

Ami social EdHor

fied in stereophonic sound. "Ben
Hur" is enjoyable as a spectable
and as entertainment, but as a
contribution to quality and to taste,
it sadly lacks the touch that separates most Hollywood pictures from
the works of quality being produced elsewhere.

tarry

Ami Adv. Manna..
Orcufenou Manager

electric
company?"

All Comment Not Favorable
I have received comments on
some things that have been said in
this column. Some have been favor,
able, some not so favorable. As
a person who has his name
in print, I must be prepared to
make a statement and stick behind
what I have to say.
A column should be many things
to many people. For those of you
who read this column regularly, I
hope it is a minute's pleasure.
Usually, there are comments about
the campus, and other diverse subjects. Sometimes, though, there
comes a moment when the writer
must sit back, defend his position,
and explain how he feels.

Official
Announcements
A rehearsal far the fan. 17 commencemeat exercleee will be held at 4:90 njn..
Tuesday. Ian. U. In IDS Hanna Hall.
A .eating chart will be posted at
the office ol Uw regtetrar on that day.
Ticket. wtB not be required far od
mission to the commences*
Faculty mstnhsts now may pick up
their copies of the BO Hews m their
departmental office*. They wUI be die
trlbutod to the office, on Tuesday and
Friday afternoon* Faculty members
are isauestod not to peek up coptes of
the paper from the central distribution
point. In she Administration Beta, and
the Union.
Activity selection far Women'. HK
101. let, and Btl may he made In
Boom 300 of the Women'. smOdma
Hon. Toe... asm Wed. February I. T.
and I. from I OJTL to neon and from
1 sum. to I pan.
will begin as Thursday. FebS. Student, seed BOS dree, for
activity the Bret day
CIBSSSS

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

you say
owns
the

People. Thousands of people. Farmers and
housewives and engineers. Doctors and
secretaries and railroad men. All kinds ol
people.
They own the electric company because
they invest money in it, and thus help it
grow and serve you better.
This kind of ownership makes the electric company an independent business. It's
not owned by the city nor by the state, nor
by any government
And this kind of ownership means you
can always be sure of plenty of electricity
... and at a bargain price.

TOLEDO

&m

asaviM* motTUwuTmui
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Falcon Matmen Take 23rd Straight
With 20-8 Triumph Over Findlay
ly 1M1 landers

The Findlay Oilers grabbed
a quick 8-3 lead in Saturday's
wrestling match opener, but
the Falcons, defending MidAmerican Conference champions, rallied, sweeping the

SIAGG STRUGGLES— Falcon UtMma Jun Sfcjaa Is
shown applvtna; a hold en Findlay's Do»« Hanta during
Saturday's wrssttlna action. Slav* took a J 1 taMoi to
tote Coach trace tollardi tqnod to a JO I victory, to

rwsnty third straight one a IklM-year span. Tto Falcons
will go aftor no. 14 Thursday against Ito Broncos of
Wostom Michigan.

final five matches to wrap up their
twenty-third straight win, 20-8.
"It was a great victory," remarked BG's wrestling Coach
Bruce Bellard. "Findlay had a
tough outfit that had won nine
straight." For the Falcons, it was
the initial match of the season.
They swept to their second straight
MAC title last season.
OUeta Tato Two Matches

Nate Great As Falcons
Lose To Miami, 72-62
Nate Thurmond pulled down 18 rebounds and pumped in
20 points Saturday night, but was unable to tret any scoring:
help from his Falcon teammates. This, plus a torrid second
half by the Miami Redskins, spelled defeat for Bowling Green
as it went down to a 72-62 defeat at the hands of its MAC
nemesis.

In contrast to Bowling
Green, which had just one
man in double figures, Miami's
scalping party was led by Vern
Lawson with 24 points, while veteran guard Dave Zeller and his
running mate LaVern Benson netted 20 and 19 points respectively
to give the Redskins a balanced
attack.
Hoatson Inland

The Falcon attack was crippled
early when Jim Rout-son bruised
his right thigh shortly after the
tipoff and saw little action thereafter. Routson did not score and
pulled down just three rebounds
in his short stint.
Once again, a very cold shooting eye hurt the Falcons. Bowling
Green hit on just 33 per cent of
its shots from the field, and made
just 14 of its 26 chances from the
. charity line.
The final score does not clearly
indicate just how superior Miami
was. After a 33-24 halftime lead,
Miami bombed the Falcons with
some fine second-half shooting.
Benson, Zeller, and Lawson were
the hatchet men.

of the Redskins after Bobby Dawson converted s foul shot snd a
quick basket to make the score 2622. But once again Zeller snd
Benson pushed the game oat of
HC/s reach.
ZsUsr Season Mot

Zeller scored s pair of baskets
and Benson got five points in the
final minutes of the first half to
give Miami its nine-point halftime
lead.
Thurmond had 11 points in the
first half and continued his fine
defensive work by blocking five
shot attempts by Miami.

Hsdsklns Uod ly U

At two stages in the second half,
the Redskins had leads of 25
points, 67-32 and 59-34. It waa
only after the Miami second team
came in that the Falcons were
able to cut the final margin to a
somewhat more respectable score.
The victory, Miami's forty-seventh in its last 50 games on its
home court, gave it a 3-2 record
in the Mid-American Conference
and a 5-7 over-all record. The defeat dropped BG to a 1-3 MAC
mark and 4-8 over-all.
In the first half, the Falcon*
had pushed to within three points

NATE STILL HOT—MM Thurmond
contlnusd his fins play Saturday night
as to pumpsd In 20 points while sweep
ing tto boards for II rebounds. Tto 8 10
sophomore's sfforts weren't enough as
Bowling Green went down to a 7242

Greeks, Independents
Open Hoop Season
In Intramural Leagues
Intramural basketball activity got into full swing last
week as both fraternity and
independent leagues opened
fire on the nets.
In League A fraternity action, Tsu Kappa Epsilon tripped
Beta Gamma, 28-16, while Sigma
Phi Epsilon won another low scoring bame, beating Delta Upsilon,
15-13. Other League A action saw
Sigma Alpha Epsilon nip Kappa
Sigma, 19-16, while Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha Phi Alpha easily
defeated Phi Kappa Psi and Zeta
Beta Tau respectively, 54-16 and
18-22. Theta Chi was defeated by
Alpha Tau Omega, 28-19.
In League B, Tau Kappa Epsilon lost a close decision, 29-27,
to Delta Tau Delta, while Phi Delta Theta squeaked past Pi Kappa
Alpha, 26-22. Sigma Chi easily
defeated Phi Kappa Tau, 35-9,
while Alpha Tau Omega also won
easily over Theta Chi, 42-13. In
final League R action, Sigma Phi
Epsilon topped Kappa Sigma, 1916.
In the independent leagues, the
scores ran a little higher as the
Haymakers and the Stadium Scholars took the lead in League 1 with
2-0 records. The Hsymskers took
a 38-36 squeaker from the West
Wingers, then defeated the Springers. 48-41. The Stadium Scholars
defeated the Clowns and the
Knights, 64-32, and 41-25, respectively. Rounding out action in the
league, the Springers and the
Clowns bounced back after their
defeats to defeat the Knights snd
the West Wingers, 60-37 snd 4031, respectively.
In Lesgue ? nf the independent
lesgues the Jadus leads the league
with wins over the Bombers, 38-27,
and the Hotahots, 64-36. The King
Kongs swept past the Hotshots,
42-33, while the Raggedy 4 lost
to the Crackajacks, 41-29, and to
the Bombers, 33-29.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

l.e Herman Jim Stagg got the
Falcons off to a 3-0 lead by decisfoning Dong- Harris 3-1, bnt
Frank Sedlack countered for the
Oilers by pinning sophomore
George Marshall st 1:51 in the
opening period to vsult the Oilers
into the lead, 6-3. Richard Macalu-

so had things pretty much hia own
way while expanding Findlay'*
margin to 8-3 by decisioning
George Lsttner 14-3. But that
was the end of Findlay's scoring
for the day as the Falcons swept
through the remaining five contests.
Jim Hoppel started the Findlay
downfall by decisioning the Oilers
Ron Dellapina 3-1. It was Hoppel's
twenty-second straight match without s loss and Dellapina's first
loss of the season after three lopsided wins. Bill Murphy, sophomore 167-pound grappler, eased
the Falcons into the lead for good
with an 8-1 decision, making the
score 9-8.
Rupsr Gains Revenge
John Ruper, defending MAC
champion in the 167-pound division, piled up a quick 5-0 lead and
then battled on even terms with
Bill Hughes, who last year decisioned Ruper, to gain a 9-6 decision.
The match was put on ice when
177-pound sophomore Keith Som-

mer outlasted Oiler's Ted Dudeck
1-0, to put BG out of range 16-8.
Heavyweight Al Kebl turned in an
outstanding performance to pin
previously undefeated Martin Kisla at 2:61 in the first period, even
though he was at a definite weight
disadvantage.
"It's hard to point out any of
our boys as more outstanding than
the others," stated Cosch Bellsrd.
"The whole tesm looked great."
Cosch Bellsrd also felt he got
good efforts from his sophomores.
Marshall, Murphy, and Sommer all
turned in good performances, although Marshall was pinned by
undefeated Oiler captain Frank
Sedlack.
With the Findlay match in the
win column, the Falcons are focusing their attention on their
MAC opener with Western Michigan tomorrow, at the Broncos'
stomping grounds. Findlay toppled
Western 27-3, but the losers were
without their big man, Bill Forrester. He will meet BG's Murphy in
the 167-pound class.

Anderson Named To Hall Of Fame
The Helms Athletic Foundation announced Sunday that
Bowling Green's basketball
coach, Harold Anderson, has
been named to the Helms Hall
BG's sister school, Kent of Fame for his distinguished
State, with an over-all record career as one of the nation's top
of 6-6, will be the opposition collegiate court coaches.
Anderson is the second Ohio
tonight for Coach Harold An- coach
to be honored by the Los
derson's Falcons in an MAC Angeles foundation. Harold Olsen,
match scheduled for 8 p.m. former Ohio State University men-

Anderson, in his twenty-seventh
year as a college coach, was one
of six coaches named to the select
group, others were Bruce Drake,
former Oklahoma coach; Alex Severance, Villanova; John Bunn,
Colorado state College; Pete Newell, retired University of California and 1960 Olympic coach; and
Louis Cooke, former University of
Minnesota coach.
Anderson's teams have appeared
in seven National Invitational
Tournaments and represented the
Mid-American Conference in the
1969 NCAA tournament. During
his career, he has had seven ■IIAmericans including such standouts as Chuck Chuckovita and Bob
Gerber at Toledo and Charlie
Share, Don Otten, Wyndol Gray,
Al Bianchi, and Jimmy Dnrrow at

Hoopsters Host
Golden Flashes

in Memorial Hall.
Coach Bill Bertka, whose squad
won its own Midwestern Invitational Basketball Tournament in December by defeating Massachusetts
and Clemson, is now in his fourth
year as the Golden Flash head
coach. Bertka became "famous"
two years ago when his team stalled its way to a 26-17 victory over
Toledo.
Since then, his teams have used
an offense which Bertka terms "a
controlled fast break." The offense didn't work too well last
year as the Flashes limped to a
7-16 record.
Bertka received some bad news
during the quarter break when
it was announced that Chester
Thomas, a 6-4 forward and the
leading scorer on the squad, had
lost his battle with the books.
Pete Baltic, one of the leading
scorers in the MAC with a 22.0
average, has taken over as team
scoring leader. Backing him up
and providing the rebounding
strength for the Flashes is Harvey
Hunt, a 6-6, 240-pound center.
Hunt was a guard on the football squad in his sophomore season but gave up the gridiron sport
to concentrate on basketball.
His concentration seems to have
paid off. Hunt has good speed despite his size and is deadly accurate with his jump shot, averaging
more than 19 points in MAC
games.

tor, was named several years ago.
The BG hardcourt coach has
one of the nation's top collegiate records at
the University
of Toledo and
Bowling Green.
His present winloss
record
stands at 468208. He coached
eight years at
Anoorsen
Toledo before
coming to Bowling Green, where
he is in his nineteenth season.

BQ.

Anderson is a vice president of
the Nstional Association of Basketball Coaches and has served for
the Defense Department as a clinic
instructor in Japan, Hawaii, and
Greenland.

Swimmers Split In Two Meets
Bowling Green's vsrsity swimming team divided two meets last
week, while the freshman team
won one meet.
The varsity team easily defeated Central Michigan, as five pool
records were set. Gary LaPrise and
Hank Reest each set two of the
records; the final mark was set
by the 400-yard freestyle relay
team.
The loss for the varsity aqusd
came at the hands of Kenyon College, Ohio Conference champions,
49-46.
Kenyon's Phil Mayher was the
outstanding swimmer of the meet,
as he won two events snd participated on the winning medley relay
team. Dave Carr helped his teammate out by winning two events.
BG's Gary LaPrise tied one
pool record and set another in win-

ning the 50- and 100-yard freestyle
events, while Hank Reest and the
400-yard freestyle relay team won
the only oUier events for the Falcons.
The varsity team travels to Detroit Tech tomorrow to try to get
back on the winning trail. Tech
has defeated Wayne and Albion to
date.
The Falcon frosh swimming
team won the last event of the
meet Friday night to defeat Huntington YMCA. The Huntington
squad ia the national YMCA champion.
The Mid-American Conference
was formed in 1948 under the
guidance of Dr. David E. Reese,
who is still at its helm. The five
origlnsl member schools were Butler, Wsyne, Western Reserve, Cincinnati, and Ohio U.

HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR BOOKS

ANYTIME

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

AVOID THE RUSH — CHECK ON YOUR BOOKS
NOW FOR NEXT SEMESTER
WE WILL HOLD THEM FOR YOU

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
S J. SussMs Tssssa C, WUulsn-SsM. N. C.

SAVE 25%

BLEW

ClUASttTBS

j

BUY USED BOOKS
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Ideal Constitution' Outlined At Cobus Student Court
Sy Don Winston

PHI TAD PLAYMATES—Whll* an unidentified "Phi Tau" looks on. lost year'i
Playmate, Mra. lulla (Main) Hartman. right presents a bouquet of torn to Suian
rlayi, Alpha Chi Omega. Ihli year's winner. Pictures of ■•Ytral candidates from
sororities on cumpui worn iubmltied lo In* editors of Playboy magaslne. who
called (ho ballroom with Iho nan* of Iho wlnnor at th* formal Saturday nlqht.

Mark Twain Discussed
At Books And Coffee
Mark Twain was the center of the discussion at Books and
Coffee, Thursday, Jan. 12, in the Ohio Suite of the Union.
Dr. Alma J. Payne, associate professor of English, discussed Twain's writing in general, attempting to point out the
changing moods of the author. Dr. Payne compared his moods
and styles to the constantly changing patterns of the Mississippi River, about which standing, and the "easy life" of
Finn compared to the bustling
Twain wrote a great deal.
"city life" of Holden.
Example* Lined
Examples of Twain's changing
moods were "Huckleberry Finn," a
type of Southwest humor; "The
Prince and the Pauper," a children's story; and "Innocents Abroad," an adult tale.
Dr. Payne finished her discussion by reading excerpts from
some of the articles written about
Twain by others. Included was an
explanation by a New York newspaper in the latter part of the
19th century as to why Twain's
"Huckleberry Finn" was banned
in that area, and a statement from
Ernest Hemingway that Twain's
works were "the best American
literature written."
Characters Discussed
Robert F. Bottorff, graduate assistant in English, followed with a
discussion of the character Huckleberry Finn compared to Holden
in J. D. Salinger's "The Catcher
in the Rye." Mr. Bottorff pointed out the similarities and differences in the two characters.
Similarities included the guilt
feeling, escape, and attachment to
an older person. The differences
were the setting. Finn's acceptance
of reality, compared to Holden's
depth probing and lack of under-

News Errs
The News erred In stating that
there Is laundry service on the
ground floor of the Women's Bldg.
this year. There Isn't

Books and Coffee will not meet
again until the second semester.

SAM Elects Officers;
Sees Movie On (. hina
Clarence E. Streetcr has been
elected president of the Society for
the Advancement of Management.
Other new officers include Donald L. King, vice president; Larry
T. Miller, secretary; and Philip W.
Baer, treasurer. All are juniors in
the College of Business Administration, and were elected to office
for one-year terms.
Pictures for the Key were taken
at the meeting. The members also
saw a movie, "The Face of Red
China."
The film portrayed the industrial developments of China, the largest nation in the world, which just
10 years ago didn't turn out an
aspirin, but now has blueprints
for a cyclotron and an atomicpowered ship.
Even though much of the work
such as farming and building dams
is still done by a mass means of
manpower through communist indoctrination, the film also showed
the immense steel mills and other
new industry in action. The communists have taught the Chinese
people to believe "Anything the
West can do, we can do betterl"
Plans for the next SAM meeting
will be announced at a future date.

segalls
ACROSS FROM MUSIC HAIL

BIG SPECIAL SALE
BEAUTIFUL POWDER BLUE SWEATSHIRTS

$2.79

NAVY SWEATSHIRTS
GREY OR WHITE

$2.50
$2.19

SHAWL COLLAR SWEATSHIRTS
BLACK OR GOLD

"Constitutions
ought
to
grow and not be made," stated Dr. Friedrich A. Von Hayek, professor of social and
moral science at the University of Chicago, as he eloquently outlined his "Ideal Constitution" at the Jan. 11 Cobus
Hour.
A political philosopher and economic theorist of international reputation, Dr. Von Hayek criticised
the existing American democratic
government, stating, "The idea
that government can maintain individual freedom through distributive justice is wrong. If this is
believed it will destroy democracy as we understand it today."
Dr. Von Hayek described Ike
United States government as one
that has not accomplished what Its
creators set out for It to achieve.
He said It was originally a docu
ment. conceding to the government
only limited powers and that these
powers were to make and enforce
the laws of the land for all Individuals, and not for any specific
group of Individuals.
Concerned primarily with the
legislative branch of the government, Dr. Von Hayek based his criticism on the legislative branch's
departure from its originally designated duty, to make general
laws that apply to all the people

under the state equally, without
reservation.
"We call a bill paased by legislation, law, but it is not, as it
assumes more than its original
meaning," said Dr. Von Hayek.
Continuing, he explained, "The
legislative body has extended its
designated powers and passed bills
that are not general laws, but specific laws in the order of directives
and minor legislation intended foi
specific groups, and in the process
of doing this they have given
greater unlimited powers to the
executive body of the government."
Dr. Von Hayek cited taxation en
an example of this distributive iui
ace. pointing out that bllle are
legislated in regard lo taxation that
pertains to selective groups m the
economy. lsokrbng these group*
from the whole population.
"Progressive taxation is not an
instrument of equality," stated Dr.
Von Hayek. "Proportional taxation would be more consistent than
progressive taxation with uniform
unndiscriminating treatment.
"No man should be penalized
for his ability to produce for himself more than some other person is able to produce for himself."
Dr. Von Hayek then proceeded
to present his proposed "Ideal Constitution."
He explained that the govern

Traditional Key Day Celebrated
By University Alumni Tomorrow
The alumni of Bowling Green
State University will celebrate Key
Day tomorrow.
A typical program Is that set
up by the Alumni Club of Greater
Toledo. Tomorrow, they will hold
their second annual Key Day program at the Hillcrest Hotel. There
will be a dinner at 7 p.m. followed
by a brief meeting and an address
by Doyt L. Perry, head football
coach. There will be dancing, door
prizes, and reminiscing about col-

Kohl Holds Formal
In Dogwood Suite
Kohl Hall held its closed formal
from 0 p.m. to midnight Saturday
in the Dogwood Suite of the Union.
The Robbie Haskins band played
for the semi-formal dance. During
the intermission a buffet supper
was served on tables decorated with
white cloths, greenery, and flowers
floating in brandy glasses.
Committee for planning the
dance included John D. Miller,
president and social chairman;
Dean L. Shappcll; Douglas K.
Chard; and Donald L. Romeis,
head resident of Kohl Hall.
Chaperoncs for the dance were
Mr. and Mrs. Romeis.

2 Foreign Students
Given Farewell Party
Le D. Vien, a senior from Saigon, Vietnam, will spend his last
meeting with the World Students
Organizatioa by showing a movie
about' his native land. Vien is a
special 'government exchange student At the close of the semester,
he will leave for his homeland, presumably for good. The meeting will
be Friday, in the Union.
"The meeting will be more of a
farewell party," stated Jim B.
Karugu, newly re-elected president, since another member will
leave the University too." He said
Bessy Y. S. Cheuk, a senior from
Hong Kong, will head home after
graduating this month, but is expecting to return later this year
to resume studies in graduate
school.
The club meets once a month in
the Union and anyone interested is
welcome to join, said Karugu.

lege days at Bowling Green.
Key Day, established Oct. 9,
1969, by the Board of Directors of
the University Alumni Association,
is a new tradition in the making.
It is to be celebrated the third
Wednesday in January or within
the week before or the week after
that date.
Purpose of Key Day is to encourage alumni to gather in their
local communities to renew acquaintances and reminisce with
the yearbooks of their vintage. It
is hoped that this will help to
strengthen the loyalty of Bowling
Green State University alumni, encourage alumni workers, and add
to the reunion effort.

Germann, Loyd
Freshman Reps
Barbara A. Germann and Evelyn
S. Loyd were selected Jan. 11 by
the AWS Executive Board members to be freshman representatives
-at-large to AWS.
Selections for freshman representative were based on a minimum grade average of 2.5 and
statements from the head residents
and counselors of the women applying.
Miss Germann is an English
major with a 3.6 midterm grade
average. Her activities include
French Club, Psychology Forum,
Trcadway houseboard. Gamma Delta, and speech contest.
Miss Loyd is in the College of
Liberal Arts and has a midterm
grade average of 3.4. Her activities
are University Chorus, Campus
Fellowship Committee of UAO,
and chairman of the scholarship
committee for Harmon Hall second floor.
Both of these women arc now
members of AWS
Legislative
Board. As freshman representatives, their duties include attending all Legislative Board meetings,
attending Executive Board meetings once a month, serving on
AWS committees, and representing the freshman women at all
meetings. New representatives will
be selected in June.

ment should preserve Its bicameral
legislature, bat the two legisla
twee should exist as (1). a long
term legislative body that enacts
general law for all the populace
and nothing more, thus achieving
equality In law. and (2). an administrative body designed lo legislate
Ite own directive* lo enforce and
see that the laws passed by the
legislature are carried out to provide for its own operation.
When questioned as to whether
or not thiB government would be
democratically elected. Dr. Von
Hayek replied that it definitely
would be.
"The type of government a nation should have depends upon the
time, place, and the conditions
that exist. Unfortunately these
situations never coincide," said
Dr. Von Hayek.
In concluding, Dr. Von Hayek
told the audience he realized his
ideas were extreme and that the
audience might think it presumptuous of him to outline an "Ideal
Constitution," but stated, "My job
as a political philosopher is to
make what seems to be politically
impossible, possible."

Shakespeare Play
Provokes Discussion
At Matinee Hour
"Macbeth" was the topic of discussion at the last Matinee Hour
Jan. 10. in the Ohio Suite of the
Union.
Dr. Stanley Kahan of the speech
department acted as moderator,
and Carol J. Quimby and Sandra
E. Hablitzel served as a twomember panel. After listening to
several excerpts from "Macbeth,"
Miss Quimby and Miss Hablitzel
gave several answers to the quesion, "Is 'Macbeth' a tragedy?"
This question provoked much discussion, not only between panel
members, but among the entire
group.
Discussing whether "Macbeth"
was or was not a tragedy took most
of the meeting time. However,
other questions pertaining to the
play were discussed. Some of
these questions were: "Is powerful
ambition a good thing?" "Who is
the greater character, Macbeth or
I>ady Macbeth?" "Is there a 'moral'
to this play?"
Matinee Hour meets at 3:30 p.m.
every Tuesday, in the Ohio Suite
of the Union. Today's topic will
he
Maxwell
Anderson's play,
"Winterset."

Pan-Hel Adopts
Spring Rush Rules
The Panhellenic Council rush
committee met Jan. 11 and adopted rush rules for spring sorority
rush.
The rules covering formal rush,
contact during rush between sorority women and rushces, and registration will be announced in the
B-G News.
The committee was composed of
sorority advisers, rush advisers,
rush chairmen, and the presidents
of each sorority.

Finds 11 Guilty
In regular Student Court session last Thursday, seven students
were found guilty of parking violations, and four students were
cited on charges of non-registration.
Fines of SI were imposed upon
Jerry D. Jester, who was tried in
absentia, Gilbert J. Lieber, Frank
Kapcses, and Leo H. Stytle for
first parking violations.
Bernadette Mainz, Douglas E.
Sharrow, also tried in absentia,
and John D. Spraul were found
guilty of second parking violations,
fined $3 each, and given a week's
suspension of driving privileges.
Charged with non-registration,
Charles W. Holcomb and Laurane
E. Thurston were found not guilty.
Charles E. Stinebaugh, cited for
the same offense, was found guilty,
but $10 of his fine was suspended.

Trio Presents
Chamber Music
An evening of chamber music
will be presented by the Senior
Student Trio at 8:16 p.m. tonight
in the recital auditorium, Hall of
Music.
Members of the trio are Louella
J. Wolford, violin; Carol S. Griffin, 'cello; and Susan J. Brandon,
piano. William D. Alexander, assistant professor of music, it instructor of the ensemble.
Miss Wolford is a student of
Paul Makara, instructor in violin.
Miss Griffin is a student of Seymour L. Benstock, assistant professor of music, and Miss Brandon is a student of Robert L. Chapman, instructor in piano.
The recital is open to the public.

Miesle Announces
"Antigone" Cast
The cast for the third major
University Theatre
production.
"Antigone," has been announced by
Dr. Frank L. Miesle, director of
the play. It will be presented in the
main auditorium Feb. 23. 24, and
25.
Antigone will be played by Celeste M. Ramey; Creon by Jim
Rodgers Jr.; Ismene by Judith A.
Elliott; Haemon by Barry L. Allenbaugh; and Eurydice by Barbara J. Toth. The Chorus will be
read by Ron B. Van Lieu. Guards
will be portrayed by Louis E. Mattachione, Joseph N. Cistone, and
Bob J. Koontx. Carl J. Keck ten wa Id
will piny the messenger, and Bryon
Stone the page. The nurse will be
played by Patricia A. Maher.

Thera Chi Picks Frost
President For 1961
Robert R. Frost was elected
president of Theta Chi fraternity
at a meeting Jan. 10. He will serve
as president for a year, a change
from the fraternity's old system
of electing a new president each
semester.
Other officers elected at the
meeting were Harold J. Swingle,
vice president; Michael J. Fravel,
secretary; and James A. Brown,
treasurer.

HAVING A PARTY?
only $2.98

Dairy Products
NAVY SWEATSHIRT WITH
HOOD AND POCKETS

$4.25

for
All Parties
and

BowUnr, Green'. Fineet Dry Cleaners,
Fast Set-rice.
SHIRTS—BEAUTinJUY FINISHED
25c

Special Occasions

'k

a4efl9^ia

PROTECT!
With Regular Dry Cleaning
ALL CLOTHING LOOKS BETTER.
WEARS LONGER

Lfi

iL

at

POOLSIDE PARTY—Dave Radllnilri and Gall Frteby get set » ramp otf Ike
diving board at Saturday's annual Phi Delta Theta splash party m the Navatorhim.
The party was tor the members and their datee.
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University Dairy

ACROSS FROM MUSIC HALL

Phone 5386

GOOD GROOMING AND THRIFT
RESULT FROM REGULAR DRY CLEANING

HOME LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
110 W. Poe Road
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Record Enrollment Is Expected
In 2nd Term At BG Branches

New Curriculum Offers Jobs
To Biologists Not In Education
Do TOD like biology, but feel
that you do not want to teach?
This year, for the first time, the
University will be graduating students from a new curriculum.
The curriculum is designed to
train people for jobs with pest control organisations, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, and state
and local health boards. Representatives from these organisations recently chose Bowling Green as the
best equipped University in the
state to offer such a curriculum.
Students interested in these fields
can take a biology major with a
minor in business administration,
economics, or chemistry.
At the time Bowling Green was
contacted about offering Bach a
curriculum. Purdue University was
the only institution la the United
Slate* offering this Held for under

University Hosts
Newspaper Clinic

The purpose of the program is
to give the student a broad scientific background and proper mental
orientation, rather than to train
him in specific techniques of the
various jobs.
While enrolled in this program,
students work during the .summer
or other vacations with these organisations to gain technical skills.
For instance, during Christmas recess, two students taking this program were involved in a survey
of contamination and construction
problems of grain elevators.
Graduates of this program may
find themselves inspecting food
establishments, working with water
supplies and problems of garbage
disposal or exterminating rats,
mice, skunks, or certain types of
birds.

OaCHESB MADHOUSE—Donna loco Is shown being -Trapped- by two "menially disturbod patients." Carolyn H. Plrner and Mellnda See Wilson (holding
chair). Orchesls. the modern dance group, gave Its annual production Friday and
Saturday nights in the main auditorium.

It has been estimated that this
area can absorb about 50 people
trained in these fields each year.

In The Realm Of Professors

The winter meeting of the
Northwest Ohio Newspaper Association will be held at the University Friday.
Formal activities will begin at
4 p.m. with a clinic on news photography and picture reproduction.
Three specialists in the field of
news pictures will conduct the
clinic.
Dr. Karl F. English, dean of
the School of Journalism at the
University of Missouri, will be the
main speaker at a dinner beginning at 6:30.
Dr.
English, head of the
country's oldest and largest school
of journalism, is a newspaperman
of wide and varied experience. He
knows the problems of the community newspaper. His experience
is broad, and goes back to the time
when he began as a printer's devil
on a newspaper in Michigan.
A mixed choral group from
North Baltimore will entertain at
the dinner.
Prof. Jesse J. Currier, chairman
of the journalism department, is
executive secretary.

tended the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Ohio
School Boards Association in Columbus Jan. 13 and 14.
During the meeting, plans were
formulated for the Ohio School
Board Association's state-wide pro.
gram for the calendar year 1961.

Or. Howard O. Brogan
Dr. Howard O. Brogan, professor of English, .had an article published in the December issue of
College Composition and Communications. Title is "The Freshman
Research Paper."
English Department

Members of the English department faculty attended the meetings of the Modern Language Association in Philadelphia during
the Christmas recess. Attending
were Dr. Howard O. Brogan, department chairman, William K.
Hut tin ■ f f, Dr. Marie Campbell, Walter C. Daniel, Dr. Edgar F. Daniels,
Dr. Merle Fifield, Dr. Morris Golden, Dr. Thomas L. Kinney, Dr.
Charles 0. McDonald. Prof. Beryl
M. Parrish, Dr. Paul E. Pamell,
and Dr. Ralph H. Wolfe. Dr. Camphell read a paper on folklore.
Dr. John E. Gee.
Dr. William E. Harrington
Dr. John E. Gee, dean of the
College of Education, and Dr. William E. Harrington, assistant dean
of the College of Education, ut-

5 Winners Chosen
In Speech Contest
A panel of 16 judges selected
the five top speakers from students now enrolled in Speech 102
sections, during contests Jan. 9,
10, and 11 in Hanna Hall.
Each of the 35 Speech 102 sections selected its best speaker and
these 35 participated in the main
contest.
The winning speakers—John M.
Hlake, Billie M. Amundson, Nancy
J. Iden, Robert Schiffman, and
Gerhard Tisohler—each gave a
five-minute
persuasive
speech.
They were judged on speech content and delivery.

Campus
Kaleidoscope
Coming
Dr. Peggy Hurst assistant professor
of chemistry, will speak on -Chemistry
Tsslbooks" at the open meeting of the
Chemical Journal Club at 7il5 p-m. tomorrow In 140 Overman Hall.
Alva Bachman. Bowling Green lawyer, will speak to Secretarial Chtb at
7 pjn. tomorrow In the Capital Room
o| the Union. Mr. Bachman will speak
on the topic "Legal Secretaries
Key picture* also will be taken.
Going
Pi Omega PI. national recognition society In business education—Roger D.
Eversol*. Emily A. Shaw, and Dorothy
A. Tollman reported on their experiences
at Ihe national PI Omega PI convention,
held recently In Chicago, at the Jan. 12
meeting.
Phi Beta Lambda, business education
club—Will hold Installation of officers
at the next regular meeting Thursday.
Newly elected officers are Roger D. Eversole. president: Shirley A. Williams,
vice president: Chartsne M. Cornell
recording secretary: William J. French,
treasurer: Martha A. Mitchell, program;
and Judith L. Waller, publicity.

Don discusses the promotion of the new "Princess" telephone with some of his supervisors.

DON WANTED TO GROW WITH A
FAST GROWING COMPANY
When Don Franklin got his degree in Business Administration three years ago, he knew his
training could take him into virtually any type
of business.
He talked to 21 companies—added up the
pros and cons—and joined Pacific Telephone.
He reasoned that the telephone business, keeping pace with the fast growing West, offered
unlimited opportunity.
He was more right than he knew. Last year
rapid growth caused Pacific Telephone to split
into two separate operating companies with redoubled opportunities in many areas.
In three years, Don has held six different
assignments. During that time, he had learned

Fane 6

the things a manager must know about policy,
equipment and people.
Today Don is telephone manager of a large
part of residential Seattle.
"I don't know why you singled me out,"
Don told us. "There are a lot of recent grads
around here who have come along fast. A business can't grow as fast as we're growing without
people that can move along with it. The whole
point is, the opportunity is here—if you can
handle it"
*

*

This year's first semester enrollment in the University
branches topped the 1959 figure by 26 per cent, and the spring
semester mark is expected to go even higher. Last year's first
semester off-campus school population totaled 700.
Registration for the second semester will be conducted
for one day at each branch. Registration dates are:
Fostoria High School—Montribution of registration material,
day, Jan. 30.
and book store operation.
Sandusky High School — TuesThirty-one courses in 20 fields,
day, Jan. 31.
ranging from accounting to speech,
Bryan High School — Wedneswill be offered during the second
day, Feb. 1.
semester at the KGSU branches.
Fremont Ross High School
Dr. Geer sand. "More students are
Thursday, Feb. 2.
returning for second year subjects
The University's registration team
at the branches and adults are
will take applications at each
showing an Increased Interest."
branch between 3:30 and 7iJ0 pjs.
Because science and mathemawith Ihe exception of Foetorla.
tics have become a major area
where It will end at 7 pjn.
of interest, the class facilities have
Forms for admission may be been enlarged, said Dr. Geer.
obtained
from
the individual
Credits earned at any of the
branch directors. Students will not branches are transferable to the
be permitted to register for clas- main campus at Bowling Green or
ses until these forms have been to any other accredited college or
received and approved.
university, stated Dr. Geer. Branch
"The registration procedure is classes also are open to persons
being expanded to meet the larg- who do not plan to earn a college
er demand and is expectod to be degree but want and need more
more efficient," said Dr. Ralph H. education than that provided by
Geer, director of off-raenpu.*. prohigh schools.
grams.
Individual courses may be taken
The registration team which vifor information and training
sits each branch is composed of which will be helpful in professionrepresentatives from each college al work or in cultural improvedean's office, the admissions of- ment and personal satisfaction.
fice, the registrar's office, the
Guidance tests for new students
business office, and the book store.
will be given at all branches from
The business office has de- 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, Jan. 28.
vised a special cart for the transPersons unable to be present at
portation of the cashier receipt each branch's specific registration
machine, which speeds up that
may register later with the indiportion of the registration providual director.
cedure.
Extension courses may be ofBranch applicants follow the
fered at the branch in addition to
lame registration procedure as that
tho regular curriculum. The titles
used by students on campus.
of the courses to be offered and
Additional help is hired from
the times of the class meetings will
the individual branch areas to asbe unnounced at a later date, Dr.
sist in the registration tally, dis- Geer said.

Calendar Of Events
Tuesday January 17. 1M1
Untied Campus Appeal
LSA Religious Course.
Unlvereltr Union
Delta Phi Delta General Meeting
Fine Am Call.ry
LSA Pastoral Conference
Uft Anteroom, front Chanel
Matinee
University Union
Speech Depl. Sectional Meet on Announcing
413 South Mall
Inter-Vareily Chrlitlan fellowship
Right Anteroom. Prout Chapel
Counting of Charities Drive Money
University Union
University Theatre Rehearsal
Gale Theatre
University Theatre Rehearsal
Main Auditorium
Basketball with Kent State
Memorial Hall
Student Senior Trio Recital
Wednesday-. January II. IMI
United Campus Appeal
3:30 4:15 p.m.
UCr Mid Week Chapel
Prout Chapel
Cobus Hour
University Union
3:30 5:00 p.m.
4:10- 5:00 p.m.
Inter Va.slly Christian Fellowship
Right Anteroom. Prout Chapel
4:00 7:00 p.m
Presbyterian Students Evening Service
Prout Chapel
4:30 11:00 p m.
Counlinq o| Charltlee Drive Money
University Union
Swim meet at Detroit Institute of Technology
Speech Department Radio-Drama Workshop
411 South Hall
7:00 p.m.
Education 311 Claee Meeting
University- Union
7:00- 4:30 p.m
Secretarial Club Meeting
University Union
7:00- 1:00 p.m.
University Theatre Rehearsal ..
7:00-11:00 p.m.
Gale Theatre
Unlvereltr Union
Artist Series Rehearsal
7:00 10:00 p.m.
University Theatre Rehearsal
7:00-11:00 pm
Main Auditorium
Chemical Journal Club Meeting
7:15- t:00 p.m.
14* Overman Hall
WIA legislative board meeting
1:30 1:10 p.m.
University Union
Thursday. January! IS. INI
United Campue Appeal
Wrestling al Western Michigan
University Union
UCF Religion Couru with rather Trautwele
1:30- 1:10 p m.
University Union
2:10 4:10 p m.
LSA Coffee Hour
University Union
"Books and Colfee
3:30- 3:00 p.m
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
Right Anteroom. Prout Chape
4:30- 3:00 p.m.
4:00- 1:10 p m.
Rotary Club Meeting
University Union
Christian Science Church Service
S:30 7.13 p.m
Prout Chapel
Counting ol Charities Drive Money
University Union
4:30-11:00 pm
Student Charities Board Meeting
S:10- 7:10 p.m.
10B Gate Theatre
6:30- 1:00 p.m.
Omega Phi Alpha Meeting
ill South Hall
Phi Beta Lambda Meeting
University Union
S:M- 7:10 p.m.
University Theatre Rehearsal
Main Auditorium
7:0011:00 p.m.
University Theatre Rehearsal
7:00 11:00 p.m.
Oate Theatre
Speech Department Radio Wrltinq Workshop
7:00 p.m
411 South Hall
AAUP Meeting
University Union
7:10-10:00 p.m.
Artist Series. Byron Janls. Plant,!
University Union
1:1511:00 p.m.
Friday. January 20. 1M1
Administrative Council Meeting
University Union
3:00. 5:00 p.m.
NW Ohio Newspaper Association Meeting
University Union
3:30- 4:00 p m.
Concert Band Recording Session
Main Auditorium
3:30 10:30 p.m.
inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Right Anteroom. Prout Chapel
4:10- 5:00 p.m
NW Ohio Newspaper Association Dinner
University Union
4:00 10:00 p m.
University Theatre Rehearsal
Oate Theatre
7:00 11:00 p m.
■few Voice Club MeeUng
University Union
7:10 10:10 p.m.
Saturday. January 21. IMI
Swim Meet al Central Michigan
102 and 104 Hanna Hall
7:10 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Graduate Record Examination .
Ending of Claenee
12:00 noon
Wrestling at Miami
Inter Vanity Christian Fellowship ...Right Anteroom. Prout Chapel
4:10 3:00 p m.
Basketball with Western Kentucky
Memorial Rail
1:00 p.m.
Sunday. January 21, IMI
11:00 a m. 12 noon Gamma Delta Lutheran Student Worship Service ....Prout Chapel
Monday, lanuary 11. INI
Beginning of Final Exams
City PanHell.nlc Mooting
Unlvereltr Union
7:10-11:00 p.m.
11:00 a rn 12 noon
11:00 am -12 noon
3:00- 5:00 p.m.
1:10- 5:00 p.m.
3:10 p m.
4:30- 3:00 p.m.
1:30-11:00 p.m.
7:00-11.00 p.m.
7:00-11:00 p.m.
S:00 p.m.
1:15 10:30 p.m.

wte
w
t-tttyu

*

// you're looking for all the opportunity you can
handle, you'll want to visit your Placement Office
for literature and additional information.

"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."
FREDERICK K. KArrsx, Pretidenf
American Telephone a Telegraph Co.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

\NR0Nt*CHtCK?30««\JBUT tU.VOJUMX<X. KCXKS..
LOOK MJK.TONs..
.
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Ideal Constitution' Outlined At Cobus Student Court
ly Don Whulon
"Constitutions
ought
to
grow and not be made," stat-

•HI TAU PLAYMATES—White an unidentified "Phi Ion" look, on, la.I T.ar'.
Playmate. Mm. Julia (Main) Hartman. right pi«unii a bouqu.t of rosos to Su.an
Hay*, Alpha Chi Omega. thU year's winner. Piciur.. of ■•Torol candidates from
sororities on campus won submitted lo Iho editors of Playboy magaslne. who
called Iho ballroom with tho namo of Iho winnor at tho formal Saturday night

Mark Twain Discussed
At Books And Coffee
Mark Twain was the center of the discussion at Books and
Coffee, Thursday, Jan. 12, in the Ohio Suite of the Union.
Dr. Alma J. Payne, associate professor of English, discussed Twain's writing in general, attempting to point out the
changing moods of the author. Dr. Payne compared his moods
and styles to the constantly changing patterns of the Mississippi River, about which standing, and the "easy life" of
Finn compared to the bustling
Twain wrote a great deal.
"city life" of Holden.
Examples Listed
Examples of Twain's changing
moods were "Huckleberry Finn," a
type of Southwest humor; "The
Prince and the Pauper," a children'a story; and "Innocents Abroad," an adult tale.
Dr. Payne finished her discussion by reading excerpts from
some of the articles written about
Twain by others. Included was an
explanation by a New York newspaper in the latter part of the
10th century as to why Twain's
"Huckleberry Finn" was banned
in that area, and a statement from
Ernest Hemingway that Twain's
works were "the best American
literature written."
Characters Discussed
Robert F. Bottorff, graduate assistant in English, followed with u
discussion of the character Huckleberry Finn compared to Holden
in J. D. Salinger's "The Catcher
in the Rye." Mr. Bottorff pointed out the similarities and differences in the two characters.
Similarities included the guilt
feeling, escape, and attachment to
an older person. The differences
were the setting, Finn's acceptance
of reality, compared to Holden's
depth probing and lack of under-

News Errs
The News erred In stating that
then Is laundry service on tho
ground floor of tho Women's Bid,.
this year. There Isn't

Books and Coffee will not meet
again until the second semester.
CAA/I Flt>rtt Or?irr>rc.
J/»V» C/eUS V^TT/CCrS;

Sees Movie On Lhina
Clarence E. Streoter has been
elected president of the Society for
the Advancement of Management.
Other new officers include Donnld I.. King, vice president; Larry
T. Miller, secretary; and Philip W.
Raer, treasurer. AU nre juniors in
the College of Business Administration, and were elected to office
for one-year terms.
Pictures for the Key were taken
at the meeting. The members also
saw n movie, "The Face of Red
China."
The film portrayed the industrial developments of China, the largest nation in the world, which just
10 years ago didn't turn out an
aspirin, but now has blueprints
for a cyclotron and an atomicpowered ship.
Even though much of the work
such as farming and building dams
is still done by a mass means of
manpower through communist indoctrination, the film also showed
the immense steel mills and other
new industry in action. The communists have taught the Chinese
people to believe "Anything the
West can do, we can do better!"
Plans for the next SAM meeting
will be announced at a future date.

segalls
ACROSS FROM MUSIC HALL

BIG SPECIAL SALE
BEAUTIFUL POWDER BLUE SWEATSHIRTS

$2.79

NAVY SWEATSHIRTS
GREY OR WHITE

$2.50
$2.19

SHAWL COLLAR SWEATSHIRTS
BLACK OR GOLD

ed Dr. Friedrich A. Von Hayek, professor of social and
moral science at the University of Chicago, as he eloquently outlined his "Ideal Constitution" at the Jan. 11 Cobus
Hour.
A political philosopher and economic theorist of international reputation, Dr. Von Hayek criticized
the existing American democratic
government, stating, "The idea
that government can maintain individual freedom through distributive justice is wrong. If this is
believed it will destroy democracy as we understand it today."
Dr. Von Hrryek described the
United State* government as one
that has not accomplished what its
creators set oat lor It to achieve.
He said it was originally a document conceding to the government
only llmlwd powers and that these
powers were to make and enforce
the laws of the land for aU lndivi
duals, and not for any specific
group of Individuals.
Concerned primarily with the
legislative branch of the government. Dr. Von Hayek based his criticism on the legislative branch's
departure from its originally designated duty, to nuke general
laws that apply to all the people

under the state equally, without
reservation.
"We call a bill passed by legislation, law, but it is not, as it
assumes more than its original
meaning," said Dr. Von Hayek.
Continuing, he explained, "The
legislative body has extended its
designated powers and passed bills
that are not general laws, but specific laws in the order of directives
and minor legislation intended for
specific groups, and in the process
of doing this they have given
greater unlimited powers to the
executive body of the government."
Dr. Von Hayek cited taxation as
on example of this distributive luittce. pointing out that bills are
legislated In regard lo taxation that
pertains to selective groups In the
economy. Isolating theoo groups
from tho whole population.
"Progressive taxation is not an
instrument of equality," stated Dr.
Von Hayek. "Proportional taxation would be more consistent than
progressive taxation with uniform
nondiscriminating treatment.
"No man should be penalized
for his ability to produce for himself more than some other person is able to produce for himself."
Dr. Von Hayek then proceeded
to present his proposed "Ideal Constitution."
Ho explained that tho govern

Traditional Key Day Celebrated
By University Alumni Tomorrow
The alumni of Bowling Green
State University will celebrate Key
Day tomorrow.
A typical program Is that set
up by the Alumni Club of Greater
Toledo. Tomorrow, they will hold
their second annual Key Day program at the Hillcrest Hotel. There
will be a dinner at 7 p.m. followed
by a brief meeting and an address
by Doyt L. Perry, head football
coach. There will be dancing, door
prizes, and reminiscing about col-

Kohl Holds Formal
In Dogwood Suite
Kohl Hall held its closed formal
from 0 p.m. to midnight Saturday
in the Dogwood Suite of the Union.
The Bobbie Haskins band played
for the semi-formal dance. During
the intermission a buffet supper
was served on tables decorated with
white cloths, greenery, and flowers
floating in brandy glasses.
Committee for planning the
dance included John D. Miller,
president and social chairman;
Dean L. Shappell; Douglas K.
Chard; and Donald L. Romeis,
head resident of Kohl Hall.
Chaperoncs for the dance were
Mr. and Mrs. Romeis.

2 Foreign Students
Given Farewell Party
Le D. Vien, a senior from Saigon, Vietnam, will spend his last
meeting with the World Students
Organisation by showing a movie
about' his native land. Vien is a
special government exchange student. At the close of the semester,
he will leave for his homeland, presumably for good. The meeting will
be Friday, in the Union.
"The meeting will be more of a
farewell party," stated Jim B.
Karugu, newly re-elected president, since another member will
leave the University too." He said
Bessy Y. S. Cheuk, a senior from
Hong Kong, will head home after
graduating this month, but is expecting to return later this year
to resume studies in graduate
school.
The club meets once a month in
the Union and anyone interested is
welcome to join, said Karugu.

lege days at Bowling Green.
Key Day, established Oct. 9,
1969, by the Board of Directors of
the University Alumni Association,
is a new tradition in the making.
It is to be celebrated the third
Wednesday in January or within
I he week before or the week after
that date.
Purpose of Key Day is to encourage alumni to gather in their
local communities to renew acquaintances and reminisce with
the yearbooks of their vintage. It
is hoped that this will help to
strengthen the loyalty of Bowling
Green State University alumni, encourage alumni workers, and add
to the reunion effort.

Germann, Loyd
Freshman Reps
Barbara A. Germann and Evelyn
S. Loyd were selected Jan. 11 by
the AWS Executive Board members to be freshman representatives
-at-large to AWS.
Selections for freshman representative were based on a minimum grade average of 2.6 and
statements from the head residents
and counselors of the women applying.
Miss Germann is an English
major with a 3.6 midterm grade
average. Her activities include
French Club, Psychology Forum,
Treadway houseboard. Gamma Delta, and speech contest.
Miss Loyd is in the College of
Liberal Arts and has a midterm
grade average of 3.4. Her activities
are University Chorus, Campus
Fellowship Committee of UAO,
and chairman of the scholarship
committee for Harmon Hall second floor.
Both of these women arc now
members of AWS
Legislative
Board. As freshman representatives, their duties include attending all Legislative Board meetings,
attending Executive Board meetings once a month, serving on
AWS committees, and representing the freshman women at all
meetings. New representatives will
be selected in June.

NAVY SWEATSHIRT WITH
HOOD AND POCKETS

$4.25

for
All Parties

Bowline; Groan's Finest Dry Cleaners.
Fast Sen-tee,

ACItOSS r>OM MUSIC HALL
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Shakespeare Play
Provokes Discussion
At Matinee Hour
"Macbeth" was the topic of discussion at the last Matinee Hour
Jan. 10. in the Ohio Suite of the
Union.
Dr. Stanley Kahun of the speech
department acted as moderator,
and Carol J. Quimby and Sandra
E. Hablitxel served as a twomember panel. After listening to
several excerpts from "Macbeth,"
Miss Quimby and Miss Hnblitzel
gave several answers to the quesion, "Is 'Macbebh' a tragedy?"
This question provoked much discussion, not only between panel
members, but among the entire
group.
Discussing whether "Macbeth"
was or was not a tragedy took most
of the meeting time. However,
other questions pertaining to the
play were discussed. Some of
these questions were: "Is powerful
ambition a good thing?" "Who is
the greater character, Macbeth or
Ijidy Macbeth?" "Is there a 'moral'
to this play?"
Matinee Hour meets at 3:30 p.m.
every Tuesday, in the Ohio Suite
of the Union. Today's topic will
be Maxwell
Anderson's
play,
"Winterset."

Pan-Hel Adopts
Spring Rush Rules
The Panhellenic Council rush
committee met Jan. 11 and adopted rush rules for spring sorority
rush.
The rules covering formal rush,
contact during rush between sorority women and rushees, and registration will be announced in the
B-G News.
The committee was composed of
sorority advisers, rush advisers,
rush chairmen, and the presidents
of each sorority.

Finds 11 Guilty
In regular Student Court session last Thursday, seven students
were found guilty of parking rlolations, and four students were
cited on charges of non-registration.
Fines of 11 were imposed upon
Jerry D. Jester, who was tried in
absentia, Gilbert J. Lieber, Frank
KapcBes, and Leo H. Stytle for
first parking violations.
Bernadette Mainz, Douglas E.
Sharrow, also tried in absentia,
and John D. Spraul were found
guilty of second parking violations,
fined $3 each, and given a week's
suspension of driving privileges.
Charged with non-registration,
Charles W. Holcomb and Laurane
K. Thui -ten were found not guilty.
Charles E. Stinebaugh, cited for
the same offense, was found guilty,
but $10 of his fine was suspended.

Trio Presents
Chamber Music
An evening of chamber music
will be presented by the Senior
Student Trio at 8:15 p.m. tonight
in the recital auditorium, Hall of
Music.
Members of the trio are Louella
J. Wolford, violin; Carol S. Griffin, 'cello; and Susan J. Brandon,
piano. William D. Alexander, assistant professor of music, is instructor of the ensemble.
Miss Wolford is a student of
Paul Makara, instructor in violin.
Miss Griffin is a student of Seymour L. Benstock, assistant professor of music, and Miss Brandon is a student of Robert L. Chapman, instructor in piano.
The recital is open to the public.

Miesle Announces
"Antigone" Cast
The cast for the third major
University
Theatre
production,
"Antigone," has been announced by
Dr. Frank L. Miesle, director of
the play. It will be presented in the
main auditorium Feb. 23, 24, and
25.
Antigone will be played by Celeste M. Ramey; Creon by Jim
Rodgers Jr.; Ismene by Judith A.
Elliott; Haemon by Barry L. Allenbaugh; and Eurydiee by Barbara J. Toth. The Chorus will be
read by Ron H. Van Lieu. Guards
will be portrayed by Louis E. Mattachione. Joseph N. Cistone, and
Bob J. Koontz. Carl J. Recktenwald
will play the messenger, and Bryon
Stone the page. The nurse will be
played by Patricia A. Maher.

There Chi Picks Frost
President For 1961
Robert R. Frost was elected
president of Theta Chi fraternity
at a meeting Jan. 10. He will serve
as president for a year, a change
from the fraternity's old system
of electing a new president each
semester.
Other officers elected at the
meeting were Harold J. Swingle,
vice president; Michael J. Fravel,
secretary; «nd James A. Brown,
treasurer.

HAVING A PARTY?
only $2.98

Dairy Products

SHIRTS—BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED

moat shoald prssorvs Its bicameral
legmlaram. bat the two legtola
hires shoald exist an (1). a long
term logtelaflvo body that enacts
general law for all the popalaco
and nothing more, thus arhUvlng
•quality In law. and (2). an admintetrodes body designed to legislate
Its own directives to enterco and
see that tho laws passed by tho
legislature are carried oat to provide for Its own operation.
When questioned as to whether
or not this government would be
democratically elected, Dr. Von
Hayek replied that it definitely
would be.
"The type of government a nation should have depends upon the
time, place, and the conditions
that exist. Unfortunately these
situations never coincide," said
Dr. Von Hayek.
In concluding, Dr. Von Hayek
told the audience he realized his
ideas were extreme and that the
audience might think it presumptuous of him to outline an "Ideal
Constitution," but stated, "My job
as a political philosopher is to
make what seems to be politically
impossible, possible."

Special Occasions
25c

at

<£**

^^^i
^

Universityr Dairy
Phone 5.

m

POOLSIDE PARTY—Dave RadlinsU and Gall Frtaby got sot lo lump off tils
diving board at Saturday's annual Phi Doha Theta splash party in Iho Natatorhus.
Tho party was for tho members and their dates.

PROTECT!
With Regular Dry Cleaning
AU CLOTHING LOOKS BETTER.
WEARS LONGER

1

GOOD GROOMING AND THRIFT
RESULT FROM REGULAR DRY CLEANING

HOME LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
HOW. Poe Road
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Record Enrollment Is Expected
In 2nd Term At BG Branches

New Curriculum Offers Jobs
To Biologists Not In Education
Do you like biology, but foe)
that yon do not want to teach?
This year, for the first time, the
University will be graduating students from a new curriculum.
The curriculum is designed to
train people for jobs with pest control organizations, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, and state
and local health boards. Representatives from these organizations recently chose Bowling Green as the
best equipped University in the
state to offer such a curriculum.
Students interested in these fields
can take a biology major with a
minor In business administration,
economics, or chemistry.
Al the time Bowling Green was
ticmlrjcssd about offering such a
curriculum. Purdue University was
Uu only institution in the United
Stale, ottering this Held (or under

University Hosts
Newspaper Clinic

This year's first semester enrollment in the University

The purpose of the program is
to give the student a broad scientific background and proper mental
orientation, rather than to train
him in specific techniques of the
various jobs.
While enrolled in this program,
students work during the .summer
or other vacations with these organizations to gain technical skills.
For instance, during Christmas recess, two students taking this program were involved in a survey
of contamination and construction
problems of grain elevators.
Graduates of this program may
find themselves Inspecting food
•stabllshmuits. working with water
supplies and problems of garbage
disposal or exterminating rats,
mice, skunks, or csrtaln types of
birds.
It has been estimated that this
area can absorb about 60 people
trained in these fields each year.

branches topped the 1959 figure by 25 per cent, and the spring
semester mark is expected to go even higher. Last year's first
semester off-campus school population totaled 700.
Registration for the second semester will be conducted
for one day at each branch. Registration dates are:
Fostoria High School—Monday, Jan. 30.

OHCHES1S MADHOUSE-Doona loco Is shown being Trapped" by two ~i
tally disturbed patients." Carolyn H. Plraer and Mellnda Sue WUson (holding
chair). Orchesls. the modern dance group, gave Its annual production Friday and
Saturday nights In the mam auditorium.

Campus
Kaleidoscope

In The Realm Of Professors

The winter meeting of the
Northwest Ohio Newspaper Association will be held at the University Friday.
Formal activities will begin at
4 p.m. with a clinic on news photography and picture reproduction.
Three specialists in the field of
news pictures will conduct the
clinic.
Dr. Earl F. English, dean of
the School of Journalism at the
University of Missouri, will be the
main speaker at a dinner beginning at 6:30.
Dr.
English,
head
of
the
country's oldest and largest schooi
of journalism, is a newspaperman
of wide and varied experience. He
knows the problems of the community newspaper. His experience
is broad, and goes back to the time
when he began as a printer's devil
on a newspaper in Michigan.
A mixed choral group from
North Baltimore will entertain at
the dinner.
Prof. Jesse J. Currier, chairman
of the journalism department, is
executive secretary.
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tended the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Ohio
School Boards Association in Columbus Jan. 13 and 14.
During the meeting, plans were
formulated for the Ohio School
Board Association's state-wide pro.
gram for the calendar year 1901.

Dr. Howard O. Brogan
Dr. Howard O. Brogan, professor of English, bad an article published in the December issuo of
College Composition and Communications. Title is "The Freshman
Research Paper."
English Deportmsnl
Members of the English department faculty attended the meetings of the Modem Language Association in Philadelphia during
the Christmas recess. Attending
were Dr. Howard O. Brogan, department chairman, William K.
Bottorff, Dr. Marie Campbell, Walter C. Daniel, Dr. Edgar F. Daniels,
Dr. Merle Fifield, Dr. Morris Golden, Dr. Thomas L. Kinney, Dr.
Charles O. McDonald, Prof. Beryl
M. Parrish, Dr. Paul E. Parnell,
and Dr. Ralph H. Wolfe. Dr. Campbell read a paper on folklore.
Dr. John E. Gee,
Dr. William E. Harrington

5 Winners Chosen
In Speech Contest
A panel of 15 judges selected
the five top speakers from students now enrolled in Speech 102
sections, during contests Jan. 9,
10, and 11 in Hanna Hall.
Each of the 35 Speech 102 sections selected its best speaker and
these 36 participated in the main
contest.
The winning speakers—John M.
Itlake, Billie M. Amundson, Nancy
.1. Iden, Robert Schiffman, and
Gerhard Tisohler—each gave a
five-minute
persuasive
speech.
They were judged on speech content and delivery.

Dr. John E. Gee, dean of the
College of Education, and Dr. William E. Harrington, assistant dean
of the College of Education, at-

Coming
'- Peggy Hurst, assistant professor
of chemistry, will speak an "Chemistry
Textbooks" at the open meeting of the
Chemical Journal Club at 7:15 p.m. tomorrow la 140 Overman Hall.
Alva Bachman. Bowling Green law.
yer. will speak to Secretarial Crab at
7 p.m. tomorrow In Ike Capital Room
of the Union. Mr. Bachman will speak
on the topic "Legal Secretaries."
Key pictures also will be taken.
D

Going
PI Omega Pi. national recognition society In business education—Roger D.
Eversole. Emily A. Shaw, and Dorothy
A. Tollman reported on their experiences
at the national Pi Omega PI convention,
held recently In Chicago, at the Jan. 12
meeting.
Phi Beta Lambda, business education
club—Will hold Inslallallon of officers
at the next regular meeting Thursday.
Newly elected officers are Roger D. Eversole. president; Shirley A. Williams,
vice president; Chartene M. Cornell,
recording secretary; William I. French,
treasurer; Martha A. Mitchell, program;
and Judith L Walter, publicity.

Sandusky High School — Tuesday, Jan. 31.
Bryan High School — Wednesday, Feb. 1.
Fremont Ross High School
Thursday, Feb. 2.
The University's registration learn
will lake applications at each
branch between 3:30 and 7i30 p.m.,
with the exception of Fostoria,
where It will end at 7 p.m.
Forms for admission may be
obtained
from
the
individual
branch directors. Students will not
he permitted to register for classes until these forms have been
received and approved.
"The registration procedure is
being expanded to meet the larger demand and is expectod to be
more efficient," said Dr. Ralph H.
Geer, director of off-campus programs.
The registration team which visits eaoh branch is composed of
representatives from each college
dean's office, the admissions office, the registrar's office, the
business office, and the book store.
The
business
office
has
devised a special cart for the trans
portation of the cashier receipt
machine, which speeds up that
portion of the registration procedure.
Branch applicants follow the
same registration procedure as that
used by students on campus.
Additional help is hired from
the individual branch areas to assist in the registration tally, dis-

Calendar Of Events
11:00 a.m.-12 noon
11:00 am 12 noon
S:00- 1:00 p.m.
3:10- 1.00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:10- 1:00 p.m.
4:30 11.00 p.m.
7:00-11:00 p.m.

7 00 II 00 pm.
0:00 p.m.
»:I5 10:30 p.m.

Don discusses the promotion of the new "Princess" telephone with some of his supervisors

tribution of registration material,
and book store operation.
Thirty-one courses in 20 fields,
ranging from accounting to speech,
will be offered during the second
semester at the BGSU branches.
Dr. Geer said. "More students ate
reluming for second year subjects
at the branches and adults are
showing an increased Interest."
Because science and mathematics have become a major area
of interest, the class facilities have
been enlarged, said Dr. Geer.
Credits earned at any of the
branches are transferable to the
main campus at Bowling Green or
to any other accredited college or
university, stated Dr. Geer. Branch
classes also are open to persons
who do not plan to earn a college
degree but want and need more
education than that provided by
high schools.
Individual courses may be taken
for
information
and
training
which will be helpful in professional work or in cultural improvement and personal satisfaction.
Guidance tests for new student*
will be given at all branches from
'.i a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, Jan. 28.
Persons unable to be present at
each branch's specific registration
may register later with the individual director.
Extension courses may be offered at the branch in addition to
the regular curriculum. The titles
of the courses to be offered and
tho times of the class meetings will
lie announced at a later date, Dr.
Geer said.

1:10- 4:15
1:10- 5:00
4:10- 5:00
4:00 7:00
4:30 11:00

p.m.
p.m.
pm
pm
pm.

7:00 p.m.
7:00- S:10
7:00- S:00
7:00-11:00
7:00 10:00
7:00-11:00
7:15- 0:00
4:30- S:10

pm
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
pm
p.m.
p.m.

Tuesday January 17. IN
Unlled Campus Appeal
ISA Religious Courses
University Union
Delta Phi Delia Geoerui Meeting
Fin* Arts Gallery
LSA Pastoral Conference
Utl Aeieroorn. Preul Chapel
Matinee
-Jnlverslly Union
Speech Dept Sectional Meet on Announcing
411 South Hall
Inler-Varslly Christian Fellowship
Right Anteroom. Prout chapel
Counting of Charities Drive Money
University Union
University Theatre Rehearsal
Gale Theatre
University Theatre Rehearsal
Main Auditorium
Basketball with Kent Stale
Memorial Hall
Student Senior Trio Recital
Recihsl Hall
Wednesday. January II. INI
Unlled Campus Appeal
UCr MldWeek Chapel
Prout Chapel
Cobus Hour
University Union
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
hip
light Anteroom, Prout Chapel
Presbyterian Students Evening Service ....
..Prout Chapel
Counting o| Charities Drive Money
University Union
Swim meet al Detroit Institute of Technology
411 South Hall
Speech Deporlmenl Radio-Drama Workshop
Education 511 Class Meeting
University Union
Secretarial Club Meeting
University Union
Oate

University Theatre Rehearsal
Artist Series Rehearsal

12:00 noon

Ending of Classes

Wrestling at Miami
Inter.Varsity Christian Fellowship ....Right Anteroom. Prout Chapel
Basketball with Western Kentucky
Memorial Hall
lunday. January 22, INI
11:00 a m. 12 noon Gamma Delta Lutheran Student Worship Service ...Prout Chapel
Monday. January 11, INI
Beginning of Final Exams
City PanHellsnlc Meeting
University Union
7iU0-lli00 p.m.
4:30 5:00 p.r
OiOO p.m.

DON WANTED TO GROW WITH A
FAST GROWING COMPANY
When Don Franklin got his degree in Business Administration three years ago, he knew his
training could take him into virtually any type
of business.
He talked to 21 companies—added up the
pros and cons—and joined Pacific Telephone.
He reasoned that the telephone business, keeping pace with the fast growing West, offered
unlimited opportunity.
He was more right than he knew. Last year
rapid growth caused Pacific Telephone to split
into two separate operating companies with redoubled opportunities in many areas.
In three years, Don has held six different
assignments. During that time, he had learned

the things a manager must know about policy,
equipment and people.
Today Don is telephone manager of a large
part of residential Seattle.
"I don't know why you singled me out,"
Don told us. "There are a lot of recent grads
around here who have come along fast. A business can't grow as fast as we're growing without
people that can move along with it. The whole
point is, the opportunity is here—if you can
handle it."
*

*

%*m
EL
FttJt.il

*

// you're looking for all the opportunity you can
handle, you'll want to cisit your Placement Office
for literature and additional information.

"Our number one aim it to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, potilice and imaginative men we
can possibly find."
FSEDEKICK B. KAPPEL, President
American Telephone k Telegraph Co.

Theatre

University Union
University Theatre Rehearsal
...Mala Audllorlun
140 Overman Hall
Chemical Journal Club Meetlnq
WIA Legislative board meeting
University Union
Thursday, January: it, INI
United Campus Appeal
Wrestling at Western Michigan
UCF Religion Course with rather Traulweln
University Union
2:10- 1:10 p m.
LSA Coffee Hour
University Union
2:10- 4:10 p.m.
1:10- 5:00 p m
"Books and Collee"
University Union
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
Right Anteroom. Prout Chapel
4:10- 5:00 p.m.
Rotary Club Meeting
University Union
4:90- 4:30 pm
Christian Science Church Service
Prout Chapel
4:30 7:15 p.m.
Counting ot Charities Drive Money
University Union
0:30-11:00 pm
Studeol Charities Board Meeting
101 Gale Theatre
6:30 7:10 p.m.
Omega Phi Alpha Meeting
Ill loath Hall
6:30 1:00 p m.
Phi Beta Lambda Meeting
University Union
4:10 7:10 p.m.
7:00 11:00 pm
University Theatre Rehearsal
Main Auditorium
University Theatre Rehearsal
Gale Theatre
7 00 11:00 pm
Speech Department Radio Writing Workshop
411 South Hall
7:00 pim
AAUP Meeting
University Union
7:10-10:
7:30 10:00 p.m.
Arils! Series. Byron Janls. Pianist
. University Union
1:11 11:00 pm.
Friday. January 10. INI
Administrative Council Meeting
University Union
3:00- 5:00 p.m.
HW Ohio Newepaper Association Meeting
University Union
3:30 0:00 pm
Concert Band Recording Session .,
Main Auditorium
3:10 10:10 p.m.
Inl-r Varsity Christian Fellowship
Right Anteroom. Prout Chapel
4:10- 5:00 p.m.
NW Ohio Newspaper Association Dinner
University Union
0:00-10:00 p m.
Unlversttv Theatre Rehearsal
Oate Theatre
7:0011:00 pm
flew Voice Club Meeting
University Union
7:10-10:10 p.m.
Saturday. January 11. 1N1
Swim Moot al Central Michigan
Ml and 304 Hanna Hall
7:10 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Graduate Record Esamtnation

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

VelXftMCMWr&OmMtyrt- AU. VOU CCXUiG. PCOtX...
LOOK ftUK.TOMfc.
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District Representative
Criticizes '60 Campaign
Charles F. Kurfess, Republican representative to the
Ohio Legislature from the
Fifth District, opened his Jan.
12 criticism of the 1960 presidential campaign for the
Young Republican's Club saying,
"Even the best of candidates can't
get elected by himself—he needs
help."
Rep. Kurfess began pointing out
specific instances that cost Vice
President Richard M. Nixon the
presidency.
"Although I have no supporting
evidence, I don't think that 30 per
cent of the voting public changed
their voting preference. Some of
them just didn't vote. This election,
as you know, was really close. One
per cent of the voting population
decided who was to be our next
president. This election, like others
in the past, proves to me that the
decisive number of winning votes
is dependent upon a small percentage of the voting public.
"Not until In* Republicans were
frightened about losing th* election
did (her really begin to work.
All wo. as active Republican*, had
to do to win this election was to
go out and got voters."
Mentioning the television debates
between Vice President Nixon and
President-elect John F. Kennedy,
Rep. Kurfess stated that Mr. Kennedy did get the upper hand in this
situation, but he also thought tinfirst round of debates was somewhat of a fiasco and that Vice
President Nixon never recovered
from it.
"The minority groups in the nation were another factor involved
In the loss of the election. The
minority groups when voting collectively arc no longer minority
groups, but a large majority
group. It was the combined voting
strength of theso groups that elected Mr. Kennedy."
Rep. Kurloss particularly stressed
that ho was not against this, but
that the men running lor public
olflce should take special note, as
It might well bo that small margin

which moans winning or losing an
election.
"It was the combined vote of the
Catholic, Jewish, and Negro groups
that elected Mr. Kennedy President," said Rep. Kurfess. "If Vice
President Nixon had had one of
these groups swing to his side, he
would have been elected."
Rep. Kurfess suggested that
some of President-elect Kennedy's
proposed campaign programs would
lie modified because of the small
majority of the popular vote that
won him the presidency.
"Mr. Kennedy won't bo able to
deliver on his specific platform
promises." said Rep. Kurloss. "This
will bo tho history ol the Konnedr
administration."
"Well, we've lost tho election, so
where does this put the Republican party?" asked Rep. Kurfess.
Then, answering his question, he
said, "We are a minority party
and will continue to bo for some
time. What we need to do is
strengthen our party activities and
organization, but first we have to
agree and believe in our basic political philosophy, then dedicate ourselves to Republican ideals."
Concluding his address, Rep.
Kurfess briefly remarked on party
and personul platforms, stating,
"The more complex society and
economics become the more the national government will participate
in this situation."
Rop. Kurloss pointed out that In
tho course of this it has led to an
Indolent fooling among tho people
In tho nation, a "lot the govern
mont do it" attitude.
"This breeds the kind of thing
that I'm complaining ubout," said
Ran. Kurfess.
He then selected unemployment
compensation to illustrate his
point, explaining that a man living in the state of Ohio with a
wife and two children could make
us much as $87 a week if he was
in un industry with a supplemental
unemployment payment plan.
"I wish to make clear the fact
that I am not against unemployment compensation—we need it—
but when people rely on it, it will
destroy us," he said.

Minnesota Fraternity Accepts
Member'A Female Named Jill?
By Elaine Kitchen

The Egyptian, Southern Illinois campus newspaper,
states that working students on-campus, as a group, achieved
higher grades than non-workers. This was the report of the
director of the student work program.
A now United Christian Fellowship Center, shown In architect's drawing
above, will bo built on Thurstin St.eet.

Cost Is $348,690

Ground Breaking For UCF Unit
Scheduled Sometime In July 1961
Ground breaking ceremonies for the $348,690 United
Christian Fellowship Center will be sometime in July 1961.
The center will be built on UCF-owned lots extending from
the corner of Pike and Thurstin to the corner of Ridge and
Thurstin Streets.
The plans for the 12,108-squarc foot building of contemporary Gothic design include the Methodist and Episcopal dea chapel with a seating capa- nominations.
To raise additional money, a
city of 90 to 100 on the main
floor and 30 in the balcony, a letter has been sent to the Stufellowship hall with accommoda- dent Board of each denomination
tions for 100 persons for dining in Ohio asking, "How much money
and 200 personB for other gatherings, six student committee meeting rooms, a conference room, a
guest room, a visual aid room, and
foyers flanking the chapel on the
first floor. The second floor includes the chapel balcony and a
library lounge.
Expenses Total S34MS0
If the $242,160 structure is
started in the fall of 1961, it
should he finished by June 1, 1962.
Other anticipated expenses include: land $-12,000, architect's
fee $14,530, furnishings $40,000,
and contingencies $10,000, for a
total of $348,690.
Some $215,000 has been pledged for the building and will be received during the next five years.
Denominations contributing arc
tho Baptists, Disciples, Presbyterians, Congregational Christians,
Kvangelical and Reformed, and
Kvangelical United Brethren. Tentative pledges have been made by

$880 Will Take A BGSU Student
To Mexico For Summer Study
Applications are now being accepted for the University's 5 \ j-week program of
study and travel in Mexico
next summer by Dr. Ralph H.
Geer, director of summer programs.
The program will tun from July

16 to Aug. 23 und will cover history
and culture in Latin America.
Tho classes will bo conducted
at tho lnstttuto do Tochnologlco do
Monterrey, In Monterrey. Mexico, by
Dr. Charles D. Amorlnger, Instructor
In history.
Six semester hours of credit may
bo earned in undergraduate or
graduate study.

The courses being offered urc
History 881, Latin America: The
Period Before Independence; History 332, Latin America: The
Twenty Republics; and History
490, Seminar in History.
Also being offered is History
570, Graduate Readings and Research in History. Dr. Ameringer
pointed out that graduute students
enrolling in this course should
have a reading knowledge of Spanish.
Those making tho trip will fly
by commercial airliner to Monterrey. While studying there, they will
bo housed In dormitories on Ihe In
stltuto's modern campus.
On Aug. 12 the students will be
trca'ed to a genuine Mexican farewell baton beginning the second
leg of their journey, which will
take them to Mexico City.
They will spend nine days in
the capital city. While staying at
the Monte Casino Hotel there they
will make numerous side-trips to
nearby archaelogical zones. "It
was here that the Nahuati Indian
culture flourished," Dr. Ameringer
said.

FOIST STOP—Those dormitories at tho University of Monterrey will house
students who will study and travel In Mexico next summer, white such scenery
as the Saddle Back Mountain behind tho dormitories will be visited during the
many
side tripe. Dr. Charles D. Amorlnger. Instructor In history, will conduct the
5li week program.

CAREEROPPORTUNITIES
Ladies' Sportswear
Capable, ambitious young men with growth potential
who can qualify as Trainees for important positions
in Sales, Management, Advertising, and Production.
Send letter of application to Personnel Director stating
background, age, military status and availability.

Lampl Fashions, Inc.
2576 Superior Avenue

Cleveland 14, Ohio

Tho group also will take overnight trips to Cuornavaca and
Taxco. two of Mexico's moot picturesque spots.
On Aug. 20 they will fly to
Yucatan, where they will spend
three days studying the ancient
centers of Mayan civilisation. Dr.
Ameringer feels that this visit
probably will be the highlight of
the trip.
The group will return to Toledo
by air on Aug. 23.
Before joining the University faculty in 1951. Dr. Amorlnger served
eight years with the United States
Department of Defense as a LaUn
American affairs specialist. During
much of this tune ho was assigned
to Mexico.
Total cost per student is $880,
which includes transportation,
food, and lodging. A deposit of $90
should be included with the application. The balance of $760 will be
paid as follows: $880 on or before
April 1, and $380 on or before May
1. The fees are non-refundable.
Brochures describing the trip
may be obtained from Dr. Ameringer, 108B Hayes Hall.

cun you have in our hands by dedication day, June 1, 1962? How
much money can you send us
by June 1, 1965T What other
monies can we expect after June
I, 1965 enabling us to pay off
the building debt and maintain
our operuting budget?" The new
building will mean an increase in
the operating budget of $14,000
a yeur.
The present UCF Center, the
Wesley House, at 243 Thurstin, is
rented from the Methodist Church.

30 Math Teachers
To Get NSF Grants
Thirty high school mathematics teachers will receive
grants for advanced study in
math at the University this
year. They will be enrolled in
an Academic Year Institute in
Mathematics, beginning July 20
and continuing through the next
school year.
The one-year program, supported by a grant of $198,600 from
the National Science Foundation,
will enable participants to earn
credit toward a master of arts
degree in mathematics. Requirements for this degree normally can
bo completed during the course
of the study program.
With two interrelated portions,
an academic portion in pure mathematics and an intern-study portion, the program is designed to
increaso understanding of secondary teachers in mathematics.
Members of the University's mathematics department will compose
the faculty for the program.

"Jill joins fraternity—a dog, brothers say." This was a
head taken from the following story in the Minnesota Daily.
After a lapse of five years,
The fraternity brothers have
the Kappa Sigma fraternity great plans for Jill, including a
has returned to its tradition of
having a St. Bernard dog as its
house mascot.
The last dog to hold this distinction was a male named Nicodemus who gained campus fame
during 1955 by placing second in
campus voting for "Dean for a
Day" and became "Secretary to the
Dean." The dog also took second
in the "Absent-Minded Professor"
contest. After becoming > campus
figure during spring quarter of
1955, his life came to an abrupt
end when someone put poison in
his food.
The new St. Bernard is a husky,
luri-pound female named Jill. The
dog consumes 2 '-j pounds of food
per meal.

tappable keg for her neck, a sweater bearing the fraternity crest,
and high hopes that she will follow in the paw prints of her predecessor.

Gorrschalk Announces
Games Over WBGU
Terrill E. Gottschalk will anannounce the remaining Falcon
home
basketball
games
over
WBGU-FM.
The following students will be
engineers and program assistants:
Rodney B. Hansen, William C.
Hineman, Clarence E. Koon, Barry
K. Kistner, Robert R. Frost, Martin J. Brown, Ronald V. Wallace,
and Henry E. Sabian.

On Campos Mvshujnan
Kith

(Author of "I Wat a Tern-age Dwarf"."The Many
Lorn of Dobie Oillit", etc.)

HOW SMALL CAN YOU GET?
Today let in address ourselves to a question that lias long rocked
and roiled the uciuiemic world: Is u student better off at a
small Collate than at a large college?
To answer this question it is necessary first to define terms.
What, exactly, do we mean by a small college? Well sir, some say
that in order to be called truly small, a college should have an
enrollment of not more titan four students.
I certainly have no quarrel with this statement; a four-liiclrnt college must unquestionably lie called small. Indeed,
one could even call it intone if one knew what inliim meant,
Hill I submit there is such a thing as being too small. Take, for
instance,! recent unfortunate occurrence at I'rimscott A and M.
Criiuscntt A and M, situated in ■ pleasant valley nestled
between Denver and Baltimore, was founded by A. and M.
Crirneoott, two brothers who left Ireland in l"(Hi to eeeape the
potato famine of 1841. As a result of their foresight, the Criinscotl brothers' new went without |iotat<ies for one single day of
their lives—and mighty grateful they were! One night, full of
gratitude alter a hearty meal of French fries, cottage fric>, linen
browns, anil an gratin, they decided to show their appreciation
to this bountiful land of potatoes, by endowing a college. They
■tlnulated that enrollment should never cxceiil four students
beeauee they felt that only by keeping the college thai small

Requisites Listed

Teachers of secondary school
mathematics in the U.S. and its
territories are eligible to participate. Preference will be given applicants with three or more years
teaching experience. Applicants
should have bachelor's degrees
from accredited colleges or universities, a minimum grade average of 2.5 on a 4.0 grade system, and backgrounds in mathematics through calculus.
It is not required that applicants have advanced or recent
training in mathematics. However,
iipplicants should have demonstrated above average potential in
mathematics and should display a
desire and a capacity to develop as
teachers of secondary school mathematics.
Stipends Provided For Dependents
A stipend of $3,450 plus $540
per tax dependent, up to a maximum of four dependents will be
allowed each participant. A book
allowance of $76 and a travel
allowance of 4 cents per mile up
to $160 for two round trips from
the participants' legal residence to
Bowling Green will be allowed.
Additional information on the
Academic Year Institute in Mathematics may be obtained by contacting the director of the program, Dr. Bruce R. Vogeli, assistant professor of mathematics,
169B Overman Hall.

New Officers Elected
By Symphonic Band
The University Symphonic Band
has elected Gordon G. Boyd its
president.
Other officers
are
Thomas C. Khrman, vice president;
and Ruth A. Kigcr. secretarytreasurer.
The band is composed of 70
members. On-campus concerts have
been scheduled and plans for an
extended spring tour are in the
final stages.

ittdldibM ^W ikfflJf/Afi&
could each student beatwnd of ttopenoMHied attention, the
camaraderie, the feelingotbtloHainf, that is all too often lacking
in higher education.
Well sir. things went along swimmingly until one Saturday a
lew years ago. On this day Criniscott had a football gome
scheduled against Minnesota, its traditional rival. Football was,
of course, something of a problem at Criniscott, what with only
lour students enrolled in the entire college. It was easy enough
to muster a Imekficlcl, hut finding a good line—or even « Isid
line baffled the most resourceful coaching minds in the country.
Well -ir, on the morning of the big game against Minnesota,
its traditional rival, a capricious destiny dealt I'rimscott a cruel
blow—in fact, four cruel blows. Sigafoos, the quarterback,
woke up that morning with the breakbone fever. Wricliards, the
-lotliaek. was unable to st;irt his motorcycle. Hecrliohin-Tree,
the wingliack-tnillwick. got his necktie caught in his espresso
machine. Ijingcrlmns, the fullback, was stolen by gypsies.
Consequently, alas, none of the Criniscott team showed up at
the game, and Minnesota, its traditional rival, was able to score
almost at will. Criniscott was so out of sorts that they immediately broke off football relations with Minnesota, it* traditional
rival. This later became known as the Dred Scott Decision.
So you can Me how only four students might be too small an
enrollment. The number I |iersonally favor is twenty. How
come? BeeaUBe when you have twenty students and one of
them opens a |>ack of Marlboro Cigarettes, there are enough to
go around for everybody, and no one lias to be deprived of
Marlboro's fine, mild flavor, of Marlboro's easy-drawing filter,
of Marllxiro's joy and test and steadfast companionship, and
as a result you have a student body that is filled with sweet
content and amity and harmony and concord and togetherness
and toft pack and Up-top beat.
That's how come.
nan M.. H „I„ .„
*
e
. •
lou icill also find twenty cigarettes—lurtnly incomparable
unHltered king-tize cigarette*—In each pack of Marlboro'*
new partner in pleasure—the Philip Morri* Commander.
Welcome aboard!

